ABSTRACT
Improved Mass Spectrometry Characterization of Organic Compounds Using
Analyte Preconcentration and Radio-Frequency Ionization
Abayomi D. Olaitan, Ph.D.
Mentor: Touradj Solouki, Ph.D.

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful and sensitive analytical technique that can
be used for analysis of organic compounds in diverse areas of research including
biomedical, environmental, and forensic sciences. Detection and identification of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) in real world samples, which are often present at low
concentrations and within complex mixtures, require the use of efficient sampling
techniques and versatile ionization sources. Presented research projects focus on the use
of analyte preconcentration and radio-frequency ionization to improve sensitive
characterization of organic compounds with MS.
A home-built post-column cryogenic trap (PCCT) coupled to a commercial gas
chromatography (GC)/quadrupole MS system was utilized for VOC analysis. Analytical
figures of merit, including limit of detection (LOD) and signal-to-noise ratio, for
GC/PCCT/MS were evaluated and compared to “conventional” GC/MS (i.e., without
PCCT) using direct headspace and solid-phase microextraction techniques. An

approximately two orders of magnitude improvement in LOD for the analysis of VOCs
using GC/PCCT/MS over the use of conventional GC/MS was observed.
Radio-frequency ionization (RFI), a new and highly efficient ionization method
discovered in our lab, coupled with Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR)
MS is an ideal approach for analysis of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds.
RFI FT-ICR MS was employed for sample fingerprinting and chemical characterization
of organic compounds present in bio-oil and commercial gasoline samples. Experimental
results, designed to study the effects of electric field amplitude and frequency on ion
generation yield, indicate that signal reproducibility is enhanced at higher frequencies
(for RF voltage amplitude between 175 Vp-p and 400 Vp-p). Moreover, experimental
results indicate that the ionization threshold RF voltage amplitude in RFI is independent
of either the analyte ionization energies or polarizabilities, suggesting that RFI is a
universal ionization technique.
The possibility of electron emission in RFI, using both direct charged particle
current measurements and indirect electron detection, was also studied. We show that
RF-generated electrons can be captured by high electron affinity molecules (e.g.,
hexafluorobenzene) in a 9.4 tesla FT-ICR mass spectrometer. Results from the electron
attachment rate constant for hexafluorobenzene, using a post-RF electron trapping FTICR experiment, indicate that RFI process involves RF-generated electrons.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

1.1. Mass Spectrometry Analysis of Volatile Organic Compounds
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a valuable analytical tool employed for the analysis of
gas-phase molecules or volatile organic compounds (VOCs) present in various sample
mixtures.1-4 In addition to using MS for VOC analysis, a large group of non-volatile
organic compounds such as proteins,5 lipids,6 carbohydrates,7 nucleic acids,8 and nonbiological materials9 can also be detected, identified, and characterized with MS
techniques. For the purpose of this dissertation, however, discussions will exclusively
focus on MS analysis of VOCs (i.e., organic chemical compounds with low boiling points
(<100 ºC) at standard atmospheric pressure (i.e., 1 atm)).10 Mass spectrometry is
employed for VOC analysis in a wide range of areas including, but not limited to,
biomedical,2,

11-14

environmental,1,

3, 4, 15

food and flavor,16,

17

forensic,18,

19

and

pharmaceutical20, 21 sciences. The majority of the commonly analyzed VOCs are present
at low concentrations (e.g., VOCs in human breath, soil, air and water have been reported
to be in the parts-per-million (ppm) to parts-per-trillion (ppt) or lower concentration
ranges).1,

3, 14, 22-24

Hence, VOC detection, analysis, and characterization often require

sensitive analytical techniques.25, 26

1

1.2. Sensitivity Improvements in MS Analysis of VOCs
Mass spectrometry is a sensitive analytical method for the detection and analysis
of VOCs.27,

28

Sensitivity can be defined as the ability to quantitatively detect small

amounts of analytes within limited amounts of sample or the ability to detect low
concentrations of analytes within a large volume of sample.28 One of the important
objectives of MS analysis is to detect analytes present at low concentrations within a
limited or large sample volume. The factors that limit or determine sensitivity in MS are
related to three main areas including: (i) ionization sources, (ii) mass analyzers and
detectors, and (iii) sample preparation methods.24, 26, 28
Several research efforts have been devoted to improving sensitivity in MS by
developing more efficient ionization sources,29,

30

improved ion transmission

components,31, 32 and high performance mass analyzers and detectors.28, 33 The choice of
ionization method depends on the characteristics (i.e., polar/non-polar, molecular weight,
thermal stability, etc.) and state (i.e., solid, liquid, gas) of the sample to be analyzed. For
VOCs or gas-phase molecules, conventional ionization methods such as electron
ionization (EI)34 and chemical ionization (CI)35 are often employed. Experimental
parameters that may influence the efficiency of ionization (such as ion source
temperature, pressure, and various electrode cleanliness and lens voltages) are carefully
controlled and/or optimized to enhance instrumentally achievable analyte sensitivities.
Extracting ions generated in the ionization source requires the use of carefully designed
extraction and focusing lenses to minimize ion losses as the ions travel into the mass
analyzer.36 Mass analyzers and detectors are constantly being developed and improved to
enhance sensitivity, speed, linear dynamic range, mass accuracy, and reliability in order

2

to maximize ion separation and ion detection abilities.33 Sample enrichment methods,
such as the use of membrane/sorbent extraction37-39 and analyte preconcentration
techniques39, 40 are also being continuously developed to improve the sensitivity for MS
analysis of VOCs.

1.3.

Sample Introduction Methods for VOCs

Efficient sample introduction into the ion source of a mass spectrometer can
improve sensitivity for VOC detection during MS analysis. For most VOC analyses,
samples are introduced into the ion source either directly (e.g., using membrane
introduction mass spectrometry (MIMS) devices1, 22, 37 or cryogenic trapping systems40-42)
or indirectly (e.g., using a gas chromatography (GC) system coupled to the mass
spectrometer).2, 43 Commonly employed GC sample injection methods include headspace
(HS) analysis, including static3, 44, 45 and dynamic or purge and trap4, 23 methods as well as
stationary phase utilization13, 14, 19 (to concentrate VOC injection).

1.3.1. Membrane Introduction Mass Spectrometry
Membrane introduction involves the use of a silicone polymer for selective
introduction of organic compounds into the inlet of a mass spectrometer.22, 37 The first
application of a membrane to concentrate and introduce vapors into a mass spectrometer
ion source was reported in 1963 by G. Hock and B. Kok.46 In MIMS, the membrane
enhances the rapid and simultaneous introduction of the VOCs adsorbed onto the
membrane into the vacuum region of the mass spectrometer ion source.37 Extraction,
concentration, and injection of the adsorbed VOCs are performed in one single step.37
The main advantages of MIMs are: a relatively low detection limit (in the low parts-per-
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billion (ppb) levels) for VOCs, rapid response time (~8 s), ease of automation, simplicity,
and adaptability to most MS instruments.22, 37 However, the presence of high background
signals resulting from thermal decomposition of the membrane material, produced during
the heating cycle, and the irreproducibility of MS data limit the sensitivity and
application of the technique.22 Qualitative and quantitative analyses of environmental
chemical contaminants,47 especially in water3, 48 and air1, 48 samples, are some of the areas
where MIMS is presently employed.

1.3.2. Cryogenic Trapping Systems
Cryogenic trapping systems are utilized for preconcentrating VOCs prior to their
introduction either into the GC column or directly into the inlet of a mass spectrometer. 40,
44, 49, 50

Numerous cryogenic trapping techniques have been coupled directly to GC

systems to introduce analytes in a “narrow band” (i.e., quick and concentrated burst of
sample) onto the GC column.40,

44, 51

Major advantages associated with concentrating

analytes into a small zone prior to introduction onto the analytical GC column include
separation enhancement, achievement of narrower chromatographic peak shapes, and
sensitivity improvement.41, 44, 49 A commonly used cryogen for analyte preconcentration
is liquid nitrogen (LN2) which enables the trapping of VOCs at temperatures below -170
ºC.39,

44

Analyte VOCs are trapped in a metal tube immersed in a LN2 bath for an

adjustable period of time (depending on the analytical method) and are subsequently
desorbed onto the analytical GC column or inlet of the mass spectrometer. Desorption of
the trapped VOCs usually occurs via resistive heating50 (to temperatures in excess of 150
ºC) of the metal tube immersed in the LN2 bath.51
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Conventional two-dimensional (2-D) GC systems utilize a form of cryogenic
trapping device (i.e., cryogenic modulator) inserted between two GC columns to enhance
analytical separation of organic compounds.52,

53

Analytes eluting from the first GC

column are trapped in a capillary tube (cooled cryogenically by liquid carbon dioxide
(LCO2) or LN2), focused in a narrow band, and subsequently transferred onto the second
GC column.52-54 The use of a longitudinally modulated cryogenic system (described by P.
Marriott and R. Kinghorn)51 has been interfaced to a detector (i.e., flame ionization
detector (FID)) with enhanced sensitivity and lower detection limits for analysis of
hydrocarbon molecules.54, 55 An advantage of this technique is improved resolution (i.e.,
sharper elution profiles through the narrowing of chromatographic bands) for separation
of VOCs in complex samples.52-54
Cryogenic systems utilizing a Freon® refrigerator and/or thermoelectric heat
pump to concentrate analytes, rather than using cryogens (e.g., LN2 or LCO2), have also
been developed.41,

56

These cryogen-free methods of concentrating analytes reduce the

cost and inconvenience associated with regular replenishing of the required liquid
cryogens. Cryogenic trapping systems have been utilized for VOC monitoring in air, 40, 41
water,39 human breath,50 and complex mixtures.57 Detection limits for GC/MS analysis
using cryogenic trapping for atmospheric VOCs have been reported to be in the low ppt
concentration levels.56

1.3.2.1.

Post-column cryogenic trapping. Post-column cryogenic trapping

(PCCT) involves placing a cryogenic trap in-between the GC system and the inlet of the
mass spectrometer.50 Volatile organic compounds are trapped in a tube/capillary column
(placed in a cryogenic liquid) and are subsequently desorbed into the mass spectrometer
5

ion source by resistive heating of the tube/capillary column. The design of the PCCT
setup utilized in this dissertation was based on the original design of Jacoby et al. where a
cryogenic trap was placed between a GC and Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance
(FT-ICR) MS system.58 Details of the coupling and instrumental operations of the PCCT
system is given in Chapter Three of this dissertation. A similar PCCT setup has been
previously demonstrated for use with GC FT-ICR MS systems57 for reducing the pressure
load from the GC system into the FT-ICR mass spectrometer. Also, the use of PCCT
coupled to a catalysis unit and triple quadrupole mass spectrometer for monitoring nitric
oxide (NO) photocatalytic decomposition products was reported recently.59

1.3.3. Sample Introduction Methods via the Gas Chromatograph
One of the most common hyphenated systems coupled to MS for VOC analysis is
the gas chromatograph.2,

4, 13

Samples are injected into the GC column and the GC

effluents are subsequently introduced into the mass spectrometer ion source through a
heated transfer line. To indirectly increase the overall amount of GC-eluting analytes that
enter into the mass spectrometer’s ion source, several sampling techniques are commonly
utilized, such as static and dynamic HS extraction4,

17,

23,

44

and solid-phase

microextraction (SPME).11, 13, 14, 21

1.3.3.1.

Static headspace analysis. Headspace (HS) analysis or vapor-

phase extraction can be defined as an extraction technique involving the partitioning of
analytes between a non-volatile solid or liquid-phase and the vapor-phase above the solid
or liquid sample.45 The first explicit mention of vapor analysis above a liquid analyte was
reported by R. N. Harger et al., in 1939 for the determination of alcohol content in
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aqueous solutions.60 Also, static HS was first demonstrated with the GC system in 1958,
where sample vapors placed within a gas-tight container were sampled using a gas-tight
syringe.61 Static HS sampling is the primary technique for analysis of VOCs in several
analytical areas of study, such as clinical,62 environmental,3 forensic,63 flavor and
fragrance,64 and pharmaceutical.20 However, static HS sampling is limited in sensitivity
and, currently, is only suitable for applications in the high ppb concentration ranges.45, 6264

1.3.3.2.

Dynamic headspace analysis. Dynamic HS (commonly known as

“purge and trap”) analysis was first shown in 1973 for GC application immediately after
the introduction of a commercial adsorbent called Tenax®.65 Dynamic HS sampling
involves purging a liquid sample with a carrier gas (e.g., nitrogen (N2) or helium (He)),
trapping the volatile analytes present in the purged liquid on a sorbent (e.g., deactivated
fused-silica capillary) cryogenically, and finally desorbing the trapped volatiles onto the
GC column.4, 23, 45 The technique is routinely performed for analysis of VOCs, such as
chlorinated hydrocarbons present at extremely low (ppb and ppt) concentrations in
aqueous matrixes.4,

23, 24

Recent applications for dynamic HS analysis of VOCs are

common in biomedical,66 environmental,24, 42 food,17 and human breath2 studies.

1.3.3.3. Solid-phase microextraction. Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) was
introduced and developed by J. Pawliszyn and co-workers in the 1990’s.67, 68 SPME is
currently one of the most utilized HS sampling techniques and has seen immense growth
for use with GC applications.45 Headspace-SPME involves the use of a fused silica fiber
coated with polymeric organic liquid/solid material (e.g., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS))
for trapping and concentrating analytes from a HS volume.68 The extracted VOCs that are
7

concentrated in the coated fiber and transferred into the GC injection port for thermal
desorption onto the GC column and subsequent GC/MS analysis.38,

45

The amount of

absorbed analyte on the fiber coating is dependent on the overall equilibrium partition of
the analyte in the liquid polymeric fiber coating, in the HS (containing the vapor phase of
the analyte), and in the aqueous solution (containing the analyte).68
The amount of analyte absorbed by the fiber coating can thus be calculated using
equation 1.168:
n = C0V1V2K1 / (K1V1 + K2V3 + V2)

(Equation 1.1)

where n is the mass absorbed by the fiber coating; C0 is the initial concentration of the
analyte in the aqueous solution; V1, V2, and V3 are the volumes of the fiber coating, the
aqueous solution, and the HS, respectively; K1 is coating/gas partition coefficient; K2 is
gas/water partition coefficient. A large K1 value indicates that a significant amount of
analyte will be absorbed by the fiber coating even when C0 is low. K2 for most analytes is
relatively small, because the volume of the HS is usually much less than the volume of
the aqueous solution. Overall, the amount of analyte absorbed by the coating is governed
by: (i) the rate at which analytes move from the aqueous phase to the HS and finally to
the fiber coating, (ii) the equilibration time (i.e., time at which the mass absorbed by the
fiber coating has reached 90 % of its final total mass), and (iii) sampling/extraction time
(determined by diffusion in the vapor phase).68 The chemical structure of the fiber
coating is usually modified to enhance the affinity and selectivity for different analytes
(i.e., for analytes with different functional groups).20, 38
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Solid-phase microextraction is generally applied to samples with concentrations
in the low ppm to ppb range for several applications including clinical,11,

14, 38, 69

forensic,18, 19 environmental,70, 71 and pharmaceutical analyses.20, 21 The SPME technique
has also been used to sample a wide range of organic compounds present in different
sample matrixes such as air,72 water,39,

73

and soil.70 A major drawback in the SPME

technique is longer sampling/extraction time (>30 mins) for analytes with low volatility20,
21, 68

and potential contamination of the GC injection port with chemicals from the fiber

coating during the desorption process.45

1.4. Analysis of VOCs Using Gas Chromatography
Gas chromatography (GC) technique is one of the oldest and most commonly
utilized analytical methods in chemistry for separating and analyzing volatile compounds.
The origin of GC can be linked to the publication on liquid-phase partition
chromatography by A. J. P. Martin and R. L. M. Synge in 1941,74 although the
contemporary GC technique was invented by A. J. P. Martin and A. T. James in 1952.75
Over the years, several applications have employed GC technique for separation of
components in simple and complex mixtures for research, development, and quality
control purposes in academia,76-78 biomedical,11, 13, 66, 79 drug and forensic,18, 19, 73 food
analysis,16,

17, 64

environmental,4,

23, 71

petrochemical,57,

80, 81

and pharmaceutical20,

21

sciences.
The essential components of a GC system include a gas source (i.e., GC carrier
gas), pressure regulator, pressure gauge, injection port (for injecting the sample with a
syringe through a self-sealing rubber septum onto the GC column), GC column, an oven
(that houses the GC column), and a detector78 (see Figure 1.1 for illustration). GC
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injection ports are usually heated to promote rapid volatility of the sample and to prevent
zone broadening.78

GC Column

Injection
Port
Detector

GC Oven
Pressure
Regulator
He

Pressure Gauge

Heated Transfer
Line

GC Carrier Gas

Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of a typical gas chromatography setup.

Separations in GC are achieved through the partitioning between a stationary
phase and a mobile phase. A stationary phase is composed of a column (packed or open
tubular/capillary column) coated with a functional group(s) (e.g., PDMS).78 The nature of
the coating functional group(s) determines the polarity of the stationary phase.
Compounds with the same or similar polarity as the stationary phase will spend more
time in the GC column than a compound with opposite polarity. The mobile phase in GC
is a constantly flowing inert gas (He, hydrogen (H2) or N2) for carrying the separated
components through the GC column and to the detector. Commonly used detectors for
GC include flame ionization detector (FID),77 thermal conductivity detector (TCD),76
electron capture detector (ECD),82 and mass spectrometer.83 The choice of detector type
depends upon the goal(s) of the analysis. For example, FID is suited for organic
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compounds (i.e., those with hydrogen and carbon atoms), ECD is selective for halogens
and nitrogen-containing compounds, while TCD and mass spectrometers are universal
detectors.78, 84

1.4.1. Basic Operating Principle of GC
In GC, separation of analytes occurs as a function of the transport rate of the
analyte through the GC column (i.e., time spent in the mobile phase) and retention in the
stationary phase (based on the intermolecular interaction with the stationary phase).
Common intermolecular forces that exist between analytes and the stationary phase of the
GC include van der Waals forces (dipole-dipole, dipole-induced-dipole, and induced
dipole-induced dipole), hydrogen bonding, and electron-donor-acceptor interactions.85
In chromatography, the time an analyte spends in the chromatographic column is
called the retention time, which is a combination of the time spent in the stationary phase
and time spent in the mobile phase. The time spent in the mobile phase is essentially the
same for all analytes, but the time spent in the stationary phase is analyte specific. The
distribution constant (K) is an expression of the distribution of an analyte between the
stationary and mobile phases given by85:
K = Cs/Cm

(Equation 1.2)

where Cs is the concentration of an analyte in the stationary phase and Cm is the
concentration of an analyte in the mobile phase. Analytes must have sufficiently different
K values to be effectively separated and an analyte with a large K value will spend more
time in the stationary phase or, overall, will migrate slower through the column.
Retention times are influenced by column dimensions and GC operational parameters,
such as the GC carrier gas flow rate and oven temperature.
11

Analytes can also be separated in the GC system based on their boiling points.
The differences in the boiling points of compounds can be manipulated to cause selective
separation by varying the column temperature (a technique called temperature
programming).85 Increasing the column temperature decreases the partition coefficients
of analytes, hence, causing the retention time (i.e., the time it takes for an analyte to elute
through the column at a given experimental condition) to decrease.85
In GC, peak broadening must be reduced to allow for efficient analyte separation.
Peak broadening in GC packed columns was first illustrated by J. J. van Deemter in his
presentation on rate theory.86

The van Deemter equation describes the relationship

between plate height (H)87 and the average linear velocity of the mobile phase (u)86:
H = A + B/u + Cu

(Equation 1.3)

where A is the eddy diffusion term (band broadening caused by dispersion or multipathway effects), B is the longitudinal diffusion term (i.e., molecular diffusion both with
and against the carrier gas flow direction), and C is the mass transfer term (band
broadening caused by analyte delay or resistance to mass transfer). As seen in equation
1.3, A is independent of u, B decreases as the u increases, and C increases with increase
in u.
For capillary columns, an equation was developed by M. J. E. Golay, which
excluded the A term (because capillary columns do not have packed particulates) and
included a new term, CM, to account for band broadening caused by diffusion in the
mobile phase88:
H = B/u + (CS + CM)u

(Equation 1.4)
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CS and CM represent mass transfer in the stationary and mobile phases, respectively. To
achieve a small H (i.e., reduction in band broadening and hence, efficient separation), the
A, B, and C terms must be as low as possible. The A term can be decreased by using
small, regular, and uniform column packing material(s); the B term can be reduced by
increasing the linear velocity of the carrier gas; and the C term can be minimized by
using stationary phases with thin films and low viscosity.
An advantage of GC, besides the separation of components of a complex mixture,
is the ability to identify an unknown sample by comparing the retention time of the
sample with that of a standard sample (under identical GC experimental conditions). GC
is widely utilized because it is efficient, inexpensive, and easily coupled to MS.78 Recent
applications of the GC technique are seen in the development of 2-D GC systems (i.e.,
GC × GC)84,

89, 90

and fast GC72,

78, 81

for efficient and robust separation of complex

mixtures.

1.5.

Mass Spectrometers

A mass spectrometer is an analytical tool that generally consists of an ion source
(for generation of gas-phase ions), a mass analyzer (for separating ions based on mass-tocharge ratio (m/z) using magnetic (B) and/or electric (E) or E×B fields), and a detector
(for counting the separated ions).27,

28

Other important components of a mass

spectrometer are the sample introduction source (sample inlet), a vacuum system, and a
data acquisition/analysis system.27 A schematic representation showing the general
components of a mass spectrometer is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the general components of a mass spectrometer.
There are several ion sources for converting neutral molecules (that exist in either
the gas- or condensed- (liquid/solid) phases) into ions. Examples of ionization techniques
for gas-phase molecules include EI,91, 92 CI,35, 92 and field ionization (FI).92, 93 Common
ionization techniques for analytes that exist in the condensed-phase are electrospray
ionization (ESI),94,

95

atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI),96,

97

matrix-

assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI),98, 99 field desorption (FD),100, 101 and fast
atom bombardment (FAB).101 Sample introduction into the mass spectrometer occurs via
direct vapor inlet system92 or GC system21 (for gas-phase molecules), direct infusion95
(for liquid-phase samples), and direct insertion probe/stage98, 101 (for low vapor pressure
liquids and solids).
Ions formed in the ionization source are accelerated into the mass analyzer in
order to separate them according to their m/z.27 The selection of a mass analyzer usually
depends upon parameters, such as resolution, mass range, scan rate, and detection limits
required for analysis.27,

28

Mass analyzers can be categorized into two major groups:

spatial (or beam) and temporal (or trapping) analyzers.27,

28

For beam analyzers, ions

leave the ionization source as a beam and pass through the analyzer and to the detector.27
Examples of beam analyzers include transmission quadrupole,102 sector (either magnetic
and/or electric),103,

104

and time-of-flight105,

106
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mass spectrometers. Trapping analyzers

trap ions prior to detection; examples include quadrupole ion trap107, orbitrap108, and FTICR109 mass spectrometers. The separated ions are measured and detected based on the
charge or generation and multiplication of secondary electrons.109-111 Important
parameters usually considered in choosing detectors include sensitivity, accuracy,
dynamic range, and response time.27, 28, 111 Commonly utilized detectors for MS include
Faraday cups,112 electron multipliers,110 and microchannel plates.111
All mass spectrometers require a certain degree of vacuum to minimize ion
scattering, ion neutralization, and unwanted ion-molecule collisions.113 Important
parameters in MS are resolving power and mass measurement accuracy and these
parameters partly depend on the degree of attainable vacuum in the mass spectrometer.114
For example, FT-ICR mass spectrometers (which have high resolving power (e.g.,
m/Δm50% >300,000)109, 115 and mass measurement accuracy (e.g., <2 ppm)109, 116 require
pressures on under 1 × 10-9 Torr range; on the other hand, quadrupole mass spectrometers
(which generally have lower mass resolving powers (e.g., ≤1000)117 and mass
measurement accuracy (e.g., 100 ppm)117 require pressures in the range of 1 × 10-5 to 1 ×
10-7 Torr for efficient operation.102,

109

The vacuum condition is usually a result of

differential pumping (i.e., multiple pump-down regions with progressively lower
pressures) using a combination of pumps such as mechanical, diffusion, turbomolecular,
and cryogenic pumps.118 A data system is needed to control the experimental parameters
and store and process the signal acquired by the mass spectrometer.119

1.5.1. Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
Quadrupole mass analyzers utilize stable trajectories of ions in an electric field to
separate ions according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios. The principle of ion
15

separation in the quadrupole was developed by W. Paul and H. Steinwedel at Bonn
University in 1953.120 Quadrupole mass analyzers are commonly coupled to GC121,

122

and liquid chromatography (LC)123, 124 systems for a number of applications including:
residual gas, elemental, and organic compound analyses.117,

121-124

Significant

development of the quadrupole mass analyzer (e.g., using a triple quadrupole
combination) is seen in tandem MS, or MS/MS, where two or more stages of mass
analysis are performed, generally, for structural analyses.125

1.5.1.1.

Operating principle of the quadrupole. The quadrupole consists of

a set of four electrodes (usually of circular but ideally hyperbolic cross sections)
positioned in a radial array (see Figure 1.3 for illustration). A combination of direct
current (DC) and alternating current (AC) or radio-frequency (RF) potentials are applied
to the quadrupole electrodes to obtain the filtering properties of the quadrupole mass
analyzer.102, 126 An ion travelling from the ion source to the detector (in the z-direction)
must have stable trajectories in both the x-z and y-z planes.

-(U + V cosωt)

Quadrupole
+

-

y
z
x
+

Detector

-

Ion Source
(U + V cosωt)

Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of the quadrupole mass analyzer.
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The stable trajectory of the ion is determined by the electric field (from the
applied RF potential superimposed on the DC potential on the quadrupole electrodes) felt
by the ion according to equation 1.5102:
Φ = [U + Vcos (ω)t] x2-y2/2r02

(Equation 1.5)

where Φ represents the combined potential applied to the electrodes, U is the magnitude
of the DC potential (in volts), V is the magnitude of the RF potential (volts), ω is the
angular frequency (in rad/s = 2πf, and f is the frequency (s-1) of the RF field), t is time (s),
x and y are the distances (in meters; m) along the given coordinate axes, and r0 is the
distance (in meters) from the center axis (i.e., the z-axis) to the surface of any electrode.
The electric field within the electrode assembly is defined by the potentials applied to the
electrodes and is determined by taking partial derivatives of the potential distributions as
a function of the distance (x) along the x-y or x-z axes102:
Ex = - δΦ/δx = - [U + Vcos (ω)t] x/r02

(Equation 1.6)

Ey = - δΦ/δy = [U + Vcos (ω)t] y/r02

(Equation 1.7)

Ez = - δΦ/δy = 0

(Equation 1.8)

The force exerted on an ion (as the ion enters the space between the quadrupole
rods) can be calculated by multiplying the magnitude of the electric field and the charge
(q = ze) of the ion (where z = electronic charge on the ion and e = charge per electron
(1.60 × 10-19 Coulombs)):
Fx = - [U + Vcos (ω)t] zex/r02

(Equation 1.9)

Fy = [U + Vcos (ω)t] zey/r02

(Equation 1.10)

Fz = 0

(Equation 1.11)
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The acceleration (a) (in m/s2) of the ion can be obtained based on Newton’s law of
motion, i.e., F = ma:
d2x/dt2 = - zex/mr02 [U + Vcos (ω)t]

(Equation 1.12)

d2y/dt2 = + zey/mr02 [U + Vcos (ω)t]

(Equation 1.13)

d2z/dt2 = 0

(Equation 1.14)

where m is the mass (kilograms/particle) of the ion. Solutions to equations 1.12, and 1.13
(note that according to equation 1.14, ion trajectories in the z direction are not influenced
by the applied field) give a description of the trajectory of an ion in terms of the position
and velocity of the ion at any time as it travels through the quadrupole. In other word,
based on equation 1.14, the position and velocity of an ion along the z-axis would not be
affected by any potential applied to the quadrupole assembly electrodes. However, if
parameters au and qu are defined such that:
au = 4zeU/mω2r02

(Equation 1.15)

qu = 2zeV/mω2r02

(Equation 1.16)

And in combination with variable ξ =ωt/2 (i.e., time in radians of the applied field) and u
= x or y, then equations 1.12 and 1.13 may be transformed into the recognized form of
Mathieu’s differential equation:102, 127
d2u/dξ2 + [au - 2qu Cos 2ξ]u = 0

(Equation 1.17)

The solutions to Mathieu’s equation show that there is a relationship between the
coordinates of an ion (in x and y planes) and time. As long as the position of the ion in the
x and y planes from the center of the electrode remain less than r0, the ion will be able to
pass the quadrupole without colliding with any of the four electrodes before it reaches the
detector. In a given quadrupole, r0 and ω are maintained constant while U and V are
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varied, hence, an ion can have a stable or unstable trajectory as a function of the applied
U and V. Ions with stable trajectory in the quadrupole are located in stable coordinates in
a stability diagram obtained by plotting au (related to DC potential) as a function of qu
(related to RF amplitude).102 In the stability diagram, ions with stable trajectories are
those with m/z values defined by the space coordinates at the tip of the diagram (with the
quadrupole operated with both the DC and AC potentials).102, 126, 127 On the other hand,
when the quadrupole is operated in RF only mode (i.e., no DC potential), then
(theoretically) all ions (i.e., all m/z) should have stable trajectories through the
quadrupole.102, 126
It is important to note that the filtering action of the quadrupole is obtained by
increasing or decreasing the magnitude of the RF potential and DC potential at a fixed
ratio.102, 127 Also, the resolution of quadrupole mass analyzer is established by the ratio of
the RF to DC potentials applied on the quadrupole electrodes.102,

127

Quadrupole mass

analyzers are inexpensive, simple to operate, robust, easy to maintain, and highthroughput MS instruments.102, 117, 126 Quadrupole mass analyzers do not require a high
vacuum (i.e., pressure <1.0 × 10-9 Torr) as other high resolution mass spectrometers (e.g.,
FT-ICR MS instruments)109, and they are ideal for MS/MS analyses.125 However, a major
disadvantage of quadrupole mass analyzers is their inherent low mass resolution.117

1.5.2. Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry
The origins of Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS) and ion cyclotron
resonance (ICR) could be linked to the initial work of J. A. Hipple et al. (for
measurement of cyclotron resonance frequency of protons)128, H. Sommer and H. A.
Thomas (for detection of ICR of H2+ ions)129, D. Wobschall (for designing a sensitive
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ICR spectrometer to study low-energy ion-molecule reactions)130, and L. R. Anders et al.
(for using ion cyclotron double resonance to study ion-molecule reactions).131
Subsequently, R. T. McIver introduced a trapped ion analyzer cell for ICR detection of
gaseous ions132 and the first FT-ICR mass spectrometer was developed and demonstrated
by M. B. Comisarow and A. G. Marshall in 1974.133 In FT-ICR MS, depending on the
source of ion generation (either internal or external of the ICR cell)134, all experimental
events such as ion quench, ion storage, ion manipulation, ion excitation and detection are
performed within the ICR cell and these events are separated in time.135 Vacuum
requirements in FT-ICR mass spectrometers are usually higher (<1 × 10-9 Torr) than most
other mass spectrometers as the pressure has a major impact on the performance of FTICR MS, especially in achieving high mass resolving power.136
An ICR cell (where ion quenching, trapping, excitation and detection takes place),
generally consist of six electrodes (3 opposing pairs of electrically isolated electrodes, in
a configuration similar to six faces of a normal cube). In FT-ICR MS, ion quenching is
needed to clean the ICR cell of left over ions prior to the start of a new experiment, and
ion quenching is performed by applying a DC potential (antisymmetric voltages) to the
trap electrodes (generally two trapping electrodes facing each other and orthogonal to the
magnetic field lines in the z-direction).135, 136 Ions are stored within the ICR cell before
they are manipulated and detected by influences of both electric and magnetic fields. 135,
136

The manipulation of trapped ions in ICR cell (usually performed by exciting the

cyclotron motion of the ions) is mainly done for two purposes, either to (i) eject
unwanted ions from the cell or (ii) promote the interaction of ions with neutral reagents
for ion-molecule reactions.135, 136 Once ion manipulation is completed, ion excitation by
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the application of an excitation waveform to the excitation electrodes (two parallel and
opposing electrodes perpendicular to the trapping plates) enhances the coherent cyclotron
motion of the ions.135,

136

The excited ions induce image current on the detection

electrodes (two additional electrodes), and the image current on the detection electrodes
is amplified, digitized, and stored in a computer for discrete Fourier transformation,
magnitude calculation, and subsequent frequency-to-m/z conversion.135, 136

1.5.2.1.

Operating principle of FT-ICR MS. Although original commercial

(Extrel)137 ICR cells were “close-ended” cubic cells, other configurations (such as “openended” cylindrical ICR cells are also common).138,

139

To understand the ion detection

principle in FT-ICR MS, consider a cylindrical ICR cell (see Figure 1.4) placed within a
9.4 tesla (T) magnetic field. The ICR cell (utilized in all of the work reported in this
dissertation) consists of twelve parallel pairs of capacitively coupled electrodes and two
opposite trap electrodes for ion trapping, excitation, and detection purposes. The
electrodes include: (i) quadrupole trapping (1 plate), (ii) filament trapping (1 plate), (iii)
inner trapping (8 plates), (iv) excitation (2 plates), and (v) detection (2 plates) oxygenfree copper/gold plated/polished plates. An ion entering into an ICR cell has a cyclotron
frequency corresponding to its m/z and moves in a circular orbit perpendicular to the
magnetic field axis.109 The magnetic field constrains the ion’s motion in the x-y-plane (or
it radial motions to a circular orbit), while the z-component or axial motion of the ion is
not influenced by the magnet and hence ion is only confined by the applied electric field
to the trap electrodes. Ions trapped in an ICR cell undergoes three motions, viz (i)
trapping motion (due to the trapping potential in the z-axis), (ii) magnetron motion (~1 to
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100 Hz; due to electric and magnetic fields), and (iii) cyclotron motion (few KHz to a
few MHz; due to the magnetic field in the x, y-axes).136, 140

Figure 1.4. Pictorial representation of the Fourier transform-ion cyclotron
resonance cell. B: Magnetic Field.
Based on the Lorentz law, an ion with a charge, q, and mass, m, entering into a
fixed magnetic field, B, and moving with a velocity, v, will experience a Lorentz force,
F109:
F = mass × acceleration = m dv/dt = qv × B

(Equation 1.18)

As the ion enters the spatially uniform magnetic field, its motion is bent into a circular
orbit (with radius, r) in a plane perpendicular to B (magnetic field lines), and having a
natural angular frequency, ω:
ω = v/r

(Equation 1.19)

Since angular acceleration, dv/dt = v2/r, then equation 1.18 could be written as:
mv2/r = qv × B

(Equation 1.20)

Substituting equation 1.19 into equation 1.20 and solving for ω gives:
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ω = qB/m

(Equation 1.21)

Because ω = 2πf (where f is the ion cyclotron frequency); equation 1.21 becomes:
f = qB/2πm

(Equation 1.22)

Usually B is in T (tesla), f is in hertz (Hz), q is in Coulombs (C), and m is in
kilograms/particle. Hence, in FT-ICR MS, if the magnetic field is known, then an ion’s
cyclotron frequency can be used to determine its m/z.
In order to detect the ions, their cyclotron radii must be increased and ion motion
must be made coherent by applying a linear frequency sweep (“chirp” excitation)141
corresponding to the cyclotron frequencies of the ions orbiting the ICR cell (see Figure
1.5). As the cyclotron radii of the ions increase and as they orbit past the two detection
plates, current is induced on the detection plates.134 The difference in the induced current
on the two detection plates is amplified, digitized, and stored as a time-domain signal134
(see Figure 1.5). A mathematical procedure known as “Fourier transform” is employed to
convert the time-domain signal into a frequency domain signal.140 Performing mass
calibration and magnitude calculation (using equation 1.22) on the frequency domain
signal generates a mass spectrum.140

Detection
Mass
Spectrum

FT
m/z = qB / 2πƒ
Time (s)

Amplitude

“Chirp”
Excitation

Amplitude

Time-Domain Signal

m/z

Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of ion detection in Fourier transform-ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry. FT: Fourier transform; m/z: mass-to-charge ratio.
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Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance MS has inherent benefits over other
mass spectrometers in terms of mass resolving power (ability to distinguish two peaks
with slightly different m/z values)115, high mass accuracy115, and multichannel or Fellgett
advantages (detection of all ionic species simultaneously).134,

140

The achievable high

mass resolving power or mass resolution and high mass accuracy enable the accurate
determination of elemental composition and identification of unknown compounds.115, 116
Several multistage or MS/MS and ion-molecule experiments can be conducted in FT-ICR
to further aid structural elucidation of molecules.116,

142

In addition, several ionization

sources can be coupled to FT-ICR mass spectrometer such as ESI95, MALDI99, and EI34;
hence, compatibility with multiple ionization sources increases the utility of FT-ICR MS
for studying a wide variety of analytes.142 The main disadvantages of FT-ICR MS are the
requirements for high-vacuum for efficient operation, high-magnetic fields (which could
pose potential safety issues), and high cost of instrument purchase and maintenance.140
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CHAPTER TWO
Ionization Techniques for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

2.1. Ionization Sources for VOC Analysis
Common ionization techniques suitable for volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
include electron ionization (EI),34,

143

chemical ionization (CI),35,

144

field ionization

(FI),92, 93 and photoionization (PI).145, 146 The choice of ionization technique employed for
VOC analysis depends on the information desired and on the nature of analyte under
investigation. For example, EI generates many fragments and is thus suitable for
structural characterization28; conversely, CI, FI, and PI generate mostly molecular ions or
pseudo-molecular ions and are consequently suitable for analyte identification.93,

147

A

molecular ion in an EI process, generally represents a charged species of an intact
molecule with an odd number of electrons formed either by loss or gain of an electron. 148
A pseudo-molecular (or quasi-molecular) ion is an ion formed by the addition or
subtraction of a proton to or from a molecular ion.148 Fragment ions are formed from the
decomposition of another (parent) ion.148
In MS, “hard ionization” is referred to an ionization process that primarily
produces fragment ions with generation of little-to-no molecular ions whereas “soft
ionization” is considered to be a process that primarily generates intact molecular ions
with minimal fragmentation.149, 150 Examples of soft ionization techniques include CI,35
FI,93 field desorption,93 FAB,101 ESI,94 PI,147 and MALDI98 and a hard ionization
technique is EI.150
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2.1.1. Electron Ionization
Electron ionization (EI) (formerly known as electron impact ionization) is one of
the oldest ionization techniques for gas-phase molecules.91 It was first introduced by A. J.
Dempster in 1916, where he used electrons (generated from a heated cathode) for
ionizing hydrogen gas.151 A. J. Dempster also used EI to study the generation of positive
ions from aluminum phosphate, potassium chloride, and potassium iodide salts.152
However, it was not until 1940 that the well-known EI source was developed by A. O.
Nier.91 Electron ionization is one of the most utilized ionization techniques for
identification and structural analysis of VOCs, and can be coupled to a GC system.28, 143,
150, 153

A conventional EI source consists of a heated filament (i.e., a cathode: where

electrons are generated from), a source housing (i.e., ionizing chamber), an electron
collector (anode trap), and a set of ion lens (i.e., extracting, focusing, and accelerating
lens) (see Figure 2.1). In Figure 2.1, the repeller is used to propel EI-generated ions out of
the ion source and toward the mass analyzer. The extraction, focusing, and accelerating
lenses are used to extract, focus, and accelerate ions from the ion source into the mass
analyzer, respectively.
Ionization occurs in EI by collision of a beam of electrons with neutral gas
molecules in the ion source.91,

151, 152

The EI filament is a thin ribbon of metal (e.g.,

tungsten or rhenium) electrically heated to incandescence, or to a temperature >2000 °C,
at which free electrons are emitted.91, 154 Some EI filaments are coated with specialized
materials, such as iridium wire coated with thoria (Thorium dioxide (ThO2)) to form
thoriated iridium, to reduce the temperature required to emit free electrons.154 The
emitted electrons are attracted to the anode trap (or electron collector) placed on the
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opposite side of the filament (or cathode). This causes the electron beam to transverse
through the central space of the ion source chamber. A magnetic field is superimposed on
the electric field (between the filament slit and the anode trap) to cause the electrons to
move in a tight helical path. This increases the electrons’ path length and overall
interaction of electrons with neutral gas molecules.

Electrode II

Neutral Gas
Molecules
Source Housing
EI Repeller
Ion Source
Filament
Chamber

ICR Cell

Electrode I

Electron Path

d

EI Filament

Filament Slit
TTL

Waveform
Generator

Ions

Transformer
Amplifier

Anode Trap
Extracting Lens
Focusing Lens
Accelerating Lens

To Mass Analyzer

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the electron ionization (EI) source.
It is important to note that the heating current (required for thermal emission of
electrons) through the filament is usually in the order of 3 to 4 amperes for most EI
sources.154 However, not all the emitted electrons are available for ionization, because
most of the electrons are lost to the filament slit and source housing. Only a trap current
(i.e., current available for ionization) in the order of ~100 μA is available for
ionization.154 Hence, recent developments in EI have been aimed at designing EI sources
which maximize the interaction of emitted electrons with the gas-phase neutrals in order
to improve ionization efficiency.29, 30
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In EI, electron energy is controlled by the potential difference between the
filament and the source housing. Most EI experiments are conducted at 70 eV, because,
at this energy, the variations in electron energies do not have a significant effect on ion
generation. Moreover, at 70 eV, reproducible fragmentation patterns for organic
compounds can be obtained and compared with reference mass spectra (also obtained at
the “standard” 70 eV electron beam energy) for structural characterization and molecular
identification.149,

150

Upon collision of a beam of electrons (at 70 eV) with a neutral

molecule (M), the molecule absorbs some of the energy as internal energy, which causes
the ejection of an electron (e-) from the molecule.149 Since most organic compounds have
ionization energies (i.e., minimum energy to remove an electron from a gas-phase
molecule)148 of less than 20 eV, the excess energy from EI (i.e., at 70 eV) leads to the
production of fragment ions from the molecular ion.154 The ionization process in EI can
be written as154:
M + e-  M•+ + 2e-

(Reaction 2.1)

An additional use of an EI source, besides the ionization of VOCs, is for
quantitative

measurements

(e.g.,

for

conducting

ionization

cross

section

measurements).155-157 The total number of ions (or ion current, I+) (in amperes) produced
in EI is proportional to the ionizing electron current (Ie) (in amperes), ionizing path length
(d) (in centimeters; cm), ionization cross section of the molecule (Q) (in cm2/molecules),
and the concentration or number density of the molecule in the ion source (N)
(molecules/cm3) (related to pressure of the molecule in the ion source, N)156:
I+ = QIedN

(Equation 2.1)

Using equation 2.1, the ionization cross section of organic compounds can be obtained.
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2.1.2. Chemical Ionization
Chemical ionization (CI) is a soft ionization technique originally introduced and
developed by M. S. B. Munson and F. H. Field in 1966.158 Chemical ionization is based
on the formation of ions through ion-molecule reactions.144, 158 In CI, a gas-phase reagent
ion ([R+H]+) collides with a gas-phase molecule (M) to form an adduct ion, usually a
protonated species (i.e., [M+H]+) of the intact molecule158, 159:
M + [R+H]+  [M+H]+ + R

(Reaction 2.2)

The reagent ion is produced by EI of a selected reagent gas such as ammonia
(NH3) or methane (CH4).35, 158 For CI, high electron ionization energy (in comparison to
EI) is necessary to allow greater penetration of electrons into the ionization chamber
which is kept at high pressure (due to high levels of the reagent gas).158 The CI source is
similar in design to the EI source except that CI source is constructed with a lower level
of gas conductance to allow for a high reagent gas pressure (e.g., >1.5 Torr) in the
ionization chamber.158 Chemical ionization sources require higher differential pumping
than EI sources in order to minimize the reduction in sensitivity (through poor ion
transmission) and resolving power of the MS instrument at high pressure.35, 159 Protonated
species of the intact molecule (i.e., [M+H]+) are formed by proton transfer from the
reagent ion (i.e., [R+H]+) to the analyte molecule (i.e., M) (reaction 2.2). Since most of
the energy transferred to the protonated analyte molecule during the ionization process is
lost due to collisional cooling in the high pressure environment, the protonated specie of
the analyte molecule (i.e., [M+H]+) is usually stable and with a high abundance in the
mass spectrum.35, 158
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Chemical ionization is similar to atmospheric pressure chemical ionization
(APCI) (developed by E. C. Horning, et al. in 1973) which is used for ionizing analytes
(possessing some degree of volatility) at atmospheric pressure.96 The main disadvantage
of CI is the difficulty in reproducing the pressure of the reagent gas in the ion source
chamber, which has a negative impact for quantitative analyses.28
The formation of negative ionic species is also possible in CI. Negative chemical
ionization (NCI) occurs by ion-molecule reactions involving the interaction of the analyte
molecule (M) with an anion (e.g., chloride ion, Cl-) to produce a negatively charge
species (reaction 2.3).160 The abstraction of a proton from the analyte molecule upon
reaction of the analyte molecule with a basic anion is also possible in NCI (reaction
2.4)161:
M + Cl-  [M + Cl]-

(Reaction 2.3)

M + OH-  [M – H]- + H2O

(Reaction 2.4)

The possibility of generating low energy electrons or thermal electrons (i.e., electrons
with <1.0 eV) in the CI plasma also facilitates the formation of negatively charged
species through electron capture (reaction 2.5)160:
M + e-  M•-

(Reaction 2.5)

NCI is limited in application due to the fact that the majority of the compounds (such as
oxidizing and/or alkylating agents) amenable to NCI are associated with environmental
health problems.160
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2.1.3. Field Ionization
Field ionization (FI) was the first soft ionization technique introduced for MS
analysis of organic compounds.162, 163 The invention of FI was initiated by the work of E.
W. Mueller on field ion microscopy in 1953164 and M. G. Ingram and R. Gomer for
coupling an FI microscope to a mass spectrometer.162,

165

Additional experiments

coupling FI to MS were later conducted by H. D. Beckey, which led to the development
of FI for organic compound analysis.93, 166 Field ionization results from the removal of an
electron from a molecule (present in the gas-phase) by quantum mechanical tunneling in
a high electric field.93, 166
A FI source consists of a field emitter (usually made of a thin tungsten wire)
supported on two metal blocks, an extraction plate (counter electrode), and focusing
slits/lens (for focusing ions into the mass analyzer).93 The emitter wire (usually coated
with micro-needles of pyrolytic carbon or silicon) is positioned a few millimeters away
from the extraction plate and held at an acceleration potential. The potential on the
extraction plate is usually 8-12 kV lower than the potential on the emitter.93, 167 High field
strength of the order of 107-108 V/cm is required for FI.93, 166-168 In FI, the molecular ion
(M•+ in the positive mode) is produced at a higher abundance for nonpolar or slightly
polar organic compounds.93
The main advantages of FI include generation of high molecular ion abundances
(for molecular weight (MW) determination) and applicability to a wide range of
compounds with MW below 1000 Daltons (Da).93, 166 However, the use of FI is limited
partly because of (i) low sensitivity (an order of magnitude lower than EI or CI) 93, (ii)
expensive and fragile emitters93, 166, and (iii) difficulty in operation.93 In recent reports, FI
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has been performed using carbon nanotubes169, 170 and whiskered silicon nanowires171 to
enhance the applied electric field (e.g., >108 V/cm) at much lower potential (e.g., <10 V);
although these techniques have not been utilized with MS.

2.1.4. Photoionization
Photoionization (PI) can be a soft ionization technique that involves the use of
photon energies (mostly between 5 and 25 eV) to ionize gaseous molecules.145 The first
use of photons for ionization was performed in 1929 by R. W. Ditchburn and F. L. Arnot,
where potassium vapor was irradiated with photons and the resulting ions were analyzed
in a simple sector mass spectrometer.172 Subsequently, in 1932 A. Terenin and B. Popov
utilized PI to study ion pair processes of cadmium, zinc, or aluminum arcs with thallium
halides.173 Photoionization has been considered an alternative ionization technique to EI
and CI methods for VOC analysis but with limited utility147 because PI suffers from low
sensitivity174 and PI requires expensive light sources capable of producing high flux of
photons for efficient ionization of VOCs.145, 147 The major advantages of PI include (i)
controllable degree of fragmentation (due to the ability to apply low ionization energy
(IE) (e.g., IE < 25 eV))147 and (ii) selective ionization (to ionize specific components in a
mixture).145, 146
A PI source consists of a source of light (usually ultraviolet radiation), a
monochromator (needed to control the degree of energy spread), and ion lenses (for
extracting and focusing ions into the mass analyzer).145 The PI process involves an
electron transfer reaction brought about by photo-absorption.145,

147

A molecule (M)

absorbs a photon of sufficient energy (hv) to form an ion (M•+) and an electron.146, 147, 174,
175
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M + hv  M•+ + e-

(Reaction 2.6)

h = Planck’s constant (6.63 × 10-34 J.s); v = frequency (s-1)
Photoionization is well-suited for selective analysis of organic compounds, such
as aromatic and aliphatic compounds and complex organic gases evolved by pyrolysis.146
Photoionization has also been utilized with GC for analyzing reaction products, e.g.,
aldehydes, nitro compounds, glyoxal, and biacetyl in smog chamber experiments.174

2.2. Radio-Frequency Ionization
A logical approach to improve sensitivity for VOC MS analysis is to develop
sensitive ionization sources that can maximize the conversion of gas-phase molecules
into charged particles (i.e., ions). Radio-frequency ionization (RFI) is a novel technique
that was recently developed in our labs for FT-ICR MS analysis of volatile and semivolatile organic compounds.176 Radio-frequency ionization FT-ICR MS, in comparison
with EI FT-ICR MS, shows higher ionization sensitivity (~6 fold increase) for VOCs
analysis.177 It has been shown that RFI is a universal ionization technique, and also based
on a limited set of systematic studies, it has been shown that RFI is not significantly
influenced by variations of analytes’ ionization energies or polarizabilities.178, 179 Several
VOCs in simple or complex mixtures (e.g., gasoline and bio-oil samples) have been
successfully ionized by RFI.180, 181 Although RFI is presently limited to use with FT-ICR
mass spectrometer, work is in progress to develop RFI sources that would be used with
non-magnet-based MS instruments.182
The existing RFI source consists of (i) RFI electrodes (either quadrupole or dipole
rods) placed adjacent to an ICR cell and in the presence of a 9.4 T magnetic field and (ii)
a home built RF power supply (for generating RF signals for RFI) (please see Figure 2.2
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for illustration).176,

181

The first set of RFI electrodes were made up of four aluminum

rods (i.e., quadrupole) (length 119.38 cm and outer diameter (O.D.) 0.63 cm) with total
capacitance (i.e., capacitance of the rod and BNC cables connected to the rods to deliver
RF signals) of ~230 pF.176, 181 RFI electrodes were later reduced to two sets of aluminum
rods (dipole) with length 6.50 cm, (O.D.) 0.63 cm, and total capacitance of ~40 pF.182-184
Radio-frequency ionization efficiencies for the quadrupole or dipole electrodes setups are
similar.179, 182

QTP

RF Signal

FTP

Transformer

TTL
Switch

Amplifier

Waveform
Generator

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the radio-frequency ionization (RFI)
source. FTP: Filament trapping plate; ICR: Ion cyclotron resonance; QTP:
Quadrupole trapping plate; TTL: Transistor-transistor-logic.

In RFI, radio-frequency signals (from ~3.5 to 12.5 MHz) (with initial RF voltage
amplitudes <1.0 Vp-p) generated by a waveform generator are first amplified by an RF
amplifier (~20 times amplification) then the amplified RF signal is further amplified by a
Ferrite Core Balun type transformer (to give a final ~> 100 Vp-p RF voltage amplitude).176
The RF output is split into two separate legs for applying RF signal of opposite RF
phases (i.e., positive and negative) onto the RFI electrodes.176 The “on”/“off” state of the
RF signal is controlled by a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) relay switch (signal received
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from the mass spectrometer – IonSpec Omega software).176, 181 Upon application of the
RF signal to the RFI electrodes (usually for a few milliseconds), RFI-generated ions
(mostly molecular, pseudo-molecular, and fragments ions) are observed.176, 181 The RFIgenerated ions are produced as a result of the collision of RF-generated electrons
(obtained via electron emission from RFI electrodes) with VOCs pulsed into the vacuum
chamber of the FT-ICR mass spectrometer.183,

184

Extended discussions on RFI are

provided in Chapters Four, Five, and Six of this dissertation.
Ionization techniques similar to RFI include spontaneous desorption185, FI93, 163,
field desorption (FD)93, 166, and Townsend ionization.186 Spontaneous desorption and FD
are surface ionization methods (i.e., they do not ionize molecules in the gas-phase (as in
RFI)).93,

166, 185

Townsend ionization involves the application of high electric field

between two parallel plates (cathode and anode) separated by some distance and placed
in a chamber filled with gas molecules.186-188 Electrons, which are initially generated by
the photoelectric effect, are passed through the two parallel plates held at high potentials,
thus leading to the multiplication of the initially generated electrons.186,

187

These

electrons collide with the gas molecules in the ionization chamber resulting in
ionization.186,

187

Radio-frequency has also been employed in RF glow discharge mass

spectrometry involving the use of RF (e.g., RF signal at 13.58 MHz) to generate high
electric field between two electrodes at high pressure.189-191 The high electric field
initiates the generation of a plasma within a high pressure region (usually 0.75-11.25
Torr) containing an inert gas, such as Argon.191 The positively charged ions formed
within the plasma are in-turn utilized for secondary ionization of analyte species placed
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on a sample plate within the ionization chamber.189, 191 However, RFI does not require
high pressure and hence is suitable to couple to FT-ICR MS.

2.3. Electron Emission
Electron emission involves the liberation of electrons from the surface of a
metallic material.192,

193

For electrons to be released from the surface of any metal,

sufficient energy must be provided to overcome the surface barrier or work function of
the metal.193, 194 The work function is the minimum energy required to emit an electron
from the surface a metal.195 The work functions for most metals range from ~2 eV to 6
eV and depend on certain properties of the metals such as their chemical nature, purity,
and surface condition (rough or smooth).195 Metals with lower work functions will
require lower amount of energy for electron emission.195 The external source of energy
could be from heat, electric field, or photons (light energy).196, 197 There are four main
processes for electron emission: (i) thermionic emission,196, 198-201 (ii) field emission,192,
194,

202

(iii) secondary emission,203,

204

and (iv) photoelectric emission (i.e.,

photoemission).197, 205
In some recent reports, electronic excitations from metal surfaces have been
shown to occur upon large-amplitude vibrations of reactant molecules (e.g., nitric oxide
(NO)).206-209 These chemically induced electronic excitations have been observed in
silver206 and cesiated gold208 surfaces reacted with several gas molecules such as NO and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2).206-209
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2.3.1. Thermionic Emission
Thermionic emission is the process of electron emission from a metal surface by
heat or thermal energy.196, 198 When a metal is heated to high temperatures (in excess of
2000 ºC), free electrons are able to leave the metal surface.196, 210 Common materials for
electron emission include iridium, platinum, tungsten, thoriated tungsten, and metallic
oxides of certain metals (e.g., barium and strontium).210 The coated materials enable the
use of lower temperatures (e.g., 750 ºC) for electron emission.210 According to the
Richardson-Dushman equation, thermionic emission increases as a function of
temperature199, 201:
Js = AT2exp-b/T

(Equation 2.2)

where Js is emission current density (amp/m2), T is temperature of the metal or emitter
(K), A is Richardson’s constant depending on the metal or emitter (amp/m2/K2), b is a
constant for a metal given by199, 201:
b = ϕq/k

(Equation 2.3)

where ϕ is the work function of the emitter or metal (in Joules; J), q is electronic charge
(1.60 × 10-19 C), and k is the Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10-23 J/K). Increasing the
emitter’s temperature or reducing the emitter’s work function increases the overall
thermionic emission process.196, 198, 201, 210

2.3.2. Field Emission
Field emission involves the release of electrons from the surface of a metal by
application of high electric field.192-194, 202, 211 Several scientists such as R. H. Fowler and
L. Nordheim,202 and J. R. Oppenheimer,199 R. A. Millikan and C. F. Eyring,194 between
the mid- and late-1920’s studied the processes of field emission. In field emission,
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intense electric field in the range of 108 V/m to 109 V/m is required for electrons to leave
the surface (by tunneling through the work function energy barrier) of a metal. 194, 202, 211,
212

According to the Fowler-Nordheim theory, the electron current density generated in

field emission can be calculated using the equation202, 212:
J = q/2πh × μ1/2/(ϕ + μ)ϕ1/2 × E2 × exp(-4/3ĸϕ3/2/E)

(Equation 2.4)

where J is the current density (amp/m2), q is the electronic charge (1.60 × 10-19 C), h is
the Planck’s constant (6.63× 10-34 J.s), ϕ is the metal work function (J), μ is the Fermi
energy (J), E is electric field (V/m), and ĸ is a constant = (8π2m/h2)1/2 (m = rest mass of
electron in kg). Based on equation 2.4, the electron emission current density depends on
both the applied electric field and metal work function. Enhancement of the electric field
has been reported for metal electrodes with sharp and micron-sized projections on the
surface.211, 213 Hence, the geometry of the metal electrode and the work function of the
emitting electrode determine the overall electron emission current density.

2.3.3. Secondary Emission
Secondary emission involves the release of electrons from the surface of a metal
by the bombardment of a beam of primary electrons or ions.203,

204

The theory of

secondary emission from metals was developed by H. Salow (in 1940),214 E. M. Baroody
(in 1950),215 and H. Bruining (in 1954)216 based on the Sommerfeld free-electron
model.217 In general, if the energy of the primary electrons is sufficient or higher than the
surface energy barrier (or work function) of metals, then free electrons from the metal
surface can be released.204, 215 The intensity of secondary emission depends on the mass
and energy of the bombarding particles (i.e., electrons or ions) and the nature of the metal
or emitter.203, 204
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2.3.4. Photoelectric Emission
During photoelectric emission (or photoemission), electron emission occurs from
a metal surface by the application of light.197, 205 The concept of photoelectric emission
from metals is based on the earlier work on photoelectric effect by H. Hertz (in 1887),218
P. Lenard (in 1902),219 A. Einstein (in 1905),220 and also on the Sommerfeld’s electrontheory of metals.205, 217 Some metals absorb photon energy when a beam of light strikes
their surface. If the photon energy is greater than the work function of the metal, then free
electrons are released from the surface of the metal. The amount of emitted electrons
depends on the intensity and frequency of the incident light on the emitter or metal
surface.197, 205

2.4. Goal of the Research Presented in this Dissertation
The focus of this dissertation is to demonstrate the use of a post-column cryogenic
trapping (PCCT) system for improving VOC analysis at low VOC concentrations (e.g.,
<3.8 ppb) and to show the application/development of the RFI technique for MS analysis
of VOCs using FT-ICR MS. Chapter Three is devoted to showing in detail the coupling
and application of a cryogenic trapping system (i.e., PCCT) to a GC/MS system for
analysis of standard acetone and VOCs from human exhaled breath samples and for
monitoring nitric oxide photocatalytic reaction products (when coupled to a catalytic
reaction unit and triple quadrupole mass spectrometer). Chapter Four is devoted to
showing the application of RFI FT-ICR MS for VOC analysis in complex samples such
as bio-oil and gasoline. Chapter Five evaluates the potential RF parameters (such as RF
voltage amplitudes and frequencies) that determine ion yield (in terms of ion intensity
and stability) in RFI. Chapter Six discusses the involvement of electrons in RFI using
39

direct electron current measurements and indirect electron quenching and electron
attachment rate constant experiments.
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CHAPTER THREE
Coupling Post-Column Cryogenic Trapping with Conventional GC/MS for the Analysis
of Volatile Organic Compounds

Abstract
Details on the coupling of a home-built post-column cryogenic trap (PCCT) to a
commercial gas chromatography (GC)/quadrupole mass spectrometry (MS) system for
the analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are presented. The analytical figures
of merit (e.g., dynamic range, limit of detection (LOD), and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N))
for the new GC/PCCT/MS were evaluated and compared to the “conventional” GC/MS
(i.e., without post-column cryogenic trapping) using: (i) direct headspace (HS) analysis of
the standard acetone samples, (ii) solid-phase microextraction (SPME) analysis of the
standard samples containing acetone at 0.80 and 3.8 ppbV, and (iii) SPME analysis of a
human exhaled breath (HEB) sample. We show approximately two orders of magnitude
improvement in LOD for the analysis of VOCs using GC/PCCT/MS over the use of
conventional GC/MS. The combined use of post-column (i.e., cryogenic trapping) and
pre-column (i.e., SPME) analyte concentration for the trace VOC analyses is also
demonstrated. An application of the GC/PCCT/MS in “real world” sample analysis is
demonstrated for the detection of HEB constituents including camphor and benzene
(VOCs observed in HEB which could not be detected without the use of PCCT).
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3.1. Introduction
The analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) is important in many areas of
research such as environmental sciences,4, 221 forensics,222 and human health.223, 224 For
instance, air quality monitoring,225, 226 detection of explosives,73 screening for drugs of
abuse,19 and detection of disease biomarkers12, 227 require VOC analysis.
The VOCs in complex sample mixtures are normally analyzed using gas
chromatography (GC) combined with mass spectrometry (MS) (or GC/MS). The VOC
analysis with GC/MS allows for both separation and identification of VOCs in a single
experiment. However, biological or environmental VOCs are often present at low
concentrations and their comprehensive characterization requires improved analytical
sensitivity. Mass spectrometry is one of the most sensitive analytical techniques for
complex sample characterization42,
instrumentation

232

224,

228-231

and further developments in the

and sample collection techniques225, 233, 234 will undoubtedly enhance

the utility of GC/MS. Such improvements are particularly attractive when the sample
sizes are limited.235 Our aim was to develop a simple GC/MS approach that would allow
us to concentrate the post-GC separated VOCs prior to their detection.
In the past, several approaches have been utilized for analyte preconcentration
prior to their injection into the GC column (i.e., pre-column trapping). These approaches
include cryogen-free concentration,236 microscale purge and trap (MPT),42, 229, 237 solidphase microextraction (SPME),238,

239

and solid-phase extraction (SPE).240 The

sensitivities in the range of parts-per-million (ppm) to parts-per-trillion (ppt) have been
reported, previously, for compounds such as volatile monoaromatics,24 halogenated
hydrocarbons,4 and trihalomethanes241 using pre-column trapping GC/MS.
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Another approach where cryogenic trapping is utilized is in longitudinally
modulated cryogenic system (LMCS) developed by Marriot and Kinghorn for
manipulating gas chromatographic bands and hence, improving GC separation.51, 52 The
LMCS is employed in two-dimensional (2-D) GC systems where an interface (a thermal
modulator) is positioned between two GC columns for analytes’ accumulation and
focusing purposes.54, 242 The modulating interface accumulates effluent from the primary
column, refocuses the effluent into a narrow chromatographic band, and injects the
effluent into the secondary column for improved resolution and overall mass
sensitivity.53, 90, 243
It would also be beneficial to “re-concentrate” the analytes after their elution from
the GC column and prior to their introduction into the GC detector such as MS (i.e., postcolumn trapping). Post-column trapping could be combined with other pre-column preconcentration approaches to yield narrower GC peaks and larger peak heights and
therefore, improve the observed signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and limit of detection (LOD)
for VOC analyses.
Previously, Jacoby et al. demonstrated the use of a post-column cryogenic trap
(PCCT) (“cold trap pulsed valve”) interface for a GC/Fourier transform-ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer.244 Jacoby et al. showed 12 folds improvement in
the slope of calibration curves (based on analyte GC peak maximum) for VOCs analyzed
using a PCCT interfaced to GC/FT-ICR MS (compared to the experiments without the
use of PCCT).244 Based on the earlier work by Jacoby et al.,244 we also demonstrated the
advantages of using a home-built PCCT for GC/FT-ICR MS analyses of complex VOC
mixtures (e.g., gasoline).57, 245
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In this manuscript, we report on interfacing a home-built PCCT to a
“conventional” commercial GC/MS instrument, i.e., GC/quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS) (model 5972A, former Hewlett Packard - now Agilent Technologies, Inc., CA)
for VOC analyses. The design of the PCCT device used in this study was adapted from
the original design of a cryogenic trap reported by Jacoby et al.244 and our group57 (for
GC/FT-ICR MS instruments) with the following two modifications. First modification
involved the removal of the two pulsed valves used in the original design.57, 244 Second
modification involved the addition of a graphical user interface (GUI) computer program
to control the flash heating and cryogenic trapping time durations.
The analytical figures of merit (e.g., dynamic range, LOD, and S/N) of the new
GC/PCCT/MS are evaluated and compared to those obtained from the conventional
GC/MS using direct and SPME analyses of standard acetone samples. Moreover, to
demonstrate a “real world” application of the GC/PCCT/MS, we show the results from
the SPME analysis of VOCs in a human exhaled breath (HEB) sample.

3.2. Experimental

3.2.1. Materials
Commercially available acetone (certified ACS grade, 99.5 % purity (Fisher
Scientific Inc., NJ)) was used (without further purification) as a standard sample to
evaluate the analytical figures of merit for GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS. The 1-L and 5-L
Tedlar gas sampling bags were purchased from Restek (Restek Corp., PA). The 40-mL
EPA glass vials were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fisher Scientific Inc., NJ). For all
the headspace (HS) analyses, we used Hamilton gas-tight syringes (Hamilton Company,
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NV) with the following volumes (depending on the minimum desired withdrawing
volume): 1-L (minimum division marks (MDMs) of 0.01 L), 2-L (MDMs of 0.02
L), 10-μL (MDMs of 0.1 L), 25-μL (MDMs of 0.25 L), and 50-μL (MDMs of 0.5
L). The SPME assemblies (i.e., 85 µm carboxen/polydimethylsiloxane (CAR/PDMS)
and 65 µm polydimethylsiloxane/divinyl benzene (PDMS/DVB)) were purchased from
Supelco (Supelco, MO).

3.2.2. Sample Preparation

3.2.2.1. Standard acetone samples.

To prepare the HS acetone samples for

obtaining the calibration curves, three acetone stock samples (stocks #1 to #3) were used.
The stock samples number 1, 2, and 3 were prepared by injecting 0.1 L, 0.6 L, and 2.0
L of the liquid acetone, respectively, into three clean septum-sealed 40-mL EPA vials.
The selected volumes of 0.1 L, 0.6 L, and 2.0 L for liquid acetone were below the
minimum volume required for HS saturation (i.e., ~35 μL, calculated by assuming a
density of 0.79 g/mL for the acetone at 25 °C and 1.0 atm.246 in 40-mL volume). The use
of the low sample volume ensured complete evaporation of the injected acetone liquid
into the EPA vials.
For the injection of 42 pmoles of acetone, 50 L volume of acetone HS was
withdrawn from the stock #3 and further diluted in a 40-mL EPA vial. Subsequently, a
HS volume of 50 L (containing 42 pmoles of acetone) was withdrawn from the EPA
vial (containing the diluted acetone HS) and injected into the GC injection port. The
samples containing 170 and 510 pmoles of acetone were injected into the GC injection
port by withdrawing the HS volumes of 5 and 15 L from the stock #1. The samples
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containing 1 nmole, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 nmoles of acetone were injected into the GC
injection port by withdrawing the HS volumes of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 µL from the
stock #2. Based on the multiple sample dilutions, the estimated propagated error for the
sample preparation was <2 %. All the direct analyses using GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS
were performed in multiple (at least eight) trials to evaluate the reproducibility of the
observed signals.
To prepare 3.8 ppbV and 0.80 ppbV of acetone samples for SPME analyses, an
initial volume of 0.1 µL of acetone liquid was injected into a septum-sealed 40-mL EPA
vial. Subsequently, separate 5-µL HS volumes (corresponding to 170 pmoles) of acetone
were transferred from the 40-mL EPA vial into the helium (He) pre-filled 1-L and 5-L
Tedlar bags to obtain the final acetone concentrations of 3.8 ppbV and 0.80 ppbV,
respectively. For GC/MS detections at such low concentrations, it is absolutely necessary
to acquire method blanks before and after each analysis. Prior to the usage, we purged
each of the Tedlar bags several times with He gas at room temperature (~25 oC) to
remove any contaminant present in the bag. The cleanness of the He filled bags was then
assessed by SPME sampling and subsequent GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS analysis of the
blank HS volume of the gas sampling bags. The absence of acetone peak in
GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS analysis of the blank samples confirmed the cleanness of the
gas sampling bags and the glassware.
To extract the acetone molecules, a preconditioned and clean SPME fiber was
inserted into the Tedlar bag through the septum-sealed input port of the bag. Based on the
eight experimental trials performed at different extraction times between 10 min and 80
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min, the observed optimum extraction times (at 25 °C) for acetone from 1-L and 5-L
Tedlar bags were 40 min and 60 min, respectively.
For the data presented in Figure 3.5, Nitric oxide (NO) (100 ppm balanced
with nitrogen (N2)) and ultra-high purity (UHP) oxygen (O2) (purity: 99.993 %)
gases were purchased from a commercial source (Praxair, CT, USA). Aeroxide®
P25 titanium dioxide (TiO2) (21 nm, purity: >99.5 %) was purchased from SigmaAldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA).

3.2.2.2. Human exhaled breath (HEB) samples. For each analysis, 5 L of breath
sample from a “healthy” human volunteer was collected into a clean (pre-purged with He
gas) 5-L Tedlar bag. The HEB sample collections were carried out in the laboratory and
no clean air was used for the breathing (prior to sample collection). The SPME devices
were cleaned at 200 °C for 30 min and SPME blanks were analyzed to avoid potential
environmental contaminations. All of the HEB samples for GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS
analyses were collected in the morning (between 9 a.m. to 12 a.m.) and after the subject
had brushed teeth with toothpaste (Colgate-Palmolive Company, NY) and fasted for at
least 4 hours. The collected HEB samples were analyzed immediately (within the first 5
min) after the collection.

3.2.3. Instrumentation

3.2.3.1. Gas chromatography (GC). Samples were injected into a 60-m (0.28 mm
internal diameter (I.D.), 3.0-μm cross bonded 100 % PDMS stationary phase coating)
MTX-1 capillary column (Restek Corp., PA) housed in an SRI GC instrument (model
8610C, SRI Instruments, NV). Helium gas (99.999 % purity, Praxair, CT) was used as
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the GC carrier gas. The GC injection port was set at 220 °C. For direct HS and SPME
analyses of the standard acetone samples, the GC oven temperature and head pressure
were set at 120 °C (isothermal) and 20 psi, respectively. For SPME analyses of HEB
samples, the GC head pressure was set at 10 psi and the GC oven temperature was
programmed as follows: 1 min at 60 °C, ramped at 5 °C / min to 120 °C and held at 120
°C for 12 min. The PeakSimple software (version 2.83, SRI Instrument, NV) running on
a Pentium 4 (Microsoft Windows XP 2002) Dell desktop computer (Dell, Inc., TX) was
used to control the GC oven temperature. For all of the experiments involving SPME, the
analyte desorption time was 2 min at the GC injection port temperature of 220 °C.

3.2.3.2. Mass spectrometry (MS).

A bench-top standalone quadrupole mass

spectrometer (QMS) (model 5972A, former Hewlett Packard (HP), now Agilent
Technologies, Inc., CA) was used for MS analyses of the GC-eluted compounds. The
QMS parameters, calibration, chromatographic data acquisition, and tuning (“standard
spectra autotune”) were controlled using Enhanced ChemStation software (version
B.01.00, HP 1989-1998) running on a Pentium III (Windows NT workstation 4.0) HP
desktop computer. The mass calibration and tuning of the QMS were performed daily and
prior to running analyte samples using perfluorotributylamine (PFTBA). The QMS m/z
scan range was set between m/z of 15 Th and 220 Th (scan rate was 3.58 scans/second).
The electron impact (EI) ionization energy was factory set to 70 eV. The optimized
electron multiplier (EM) voltages were used and for all of the autotune experiments the
EM values remained <2400 V. The QMS ion source temperature was set at 150 °C. The
QMS pressure was measured using the direct readout of a Granville-Phillips (series 342)
ionization gauge controller (Granville-Phillips Co., CO). The ionization gauge was a mini
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Bayard-Alpert type ion gauge tube. The QMS background pressures, without the
sensitivity247, 248 and geometry factor corrections, at 10 psi and 20 psi of the He carrier
gas GC head pressures were 3.6 × 10-5 torr and 8.0 × 10-5 torr, respectively.
The instrument, method, and sample blanks were used to identify the potential
background noises. The background chemical noises included the peaks associated with
minor air leaks (at m/z values of 18 Th (H2O•+), 16 Th and 32 Th (O2•+), 28 Th (N2•+), 40
Th (Ar•+), and 44 Th (CO2•+)). All precautions were taken to minimize the air and
pumping system (i.e., potential oil contaminant) chemical noises.

3.2.3.3. Post-column cryogenic trap (PCCT) assembly.

The cryogenic trap

assembly used for the QMS consisted of a capacitive discharge unit for resistive heating
of the cryogenic trap element (CTE). The CTE connecting the GC outlet and the MS inlet
was an 8-in. piece of sulfinert stainless steel tubing (I.D. 0.021 in., outer diameter (O.D.)
0.029 in., Restek Corp., PA) and was immersed in a liquid nitrogen (LN2) bath. The total
resistance of the CTE was 0.72 Ω. The total capacitance of the discharge unit was 0.1 F.
The capacitors within the discharge unit were electrically charged using an Agilent 500W direct current (DC) power supply (model 6554A, Agilent Technologies, Inc., CA). A
DC voltage of 40 V (at maximum output current of 4.0 A) was used for charging the
capacitors in the discharge unit. The flash heating of the CTE was initiated by
discharging the capacitors in the discharge unit. Desorption temperatures in the excess of
200 °C (as measured with careful calibration of the resistance change of the CTE within
the liquid nitrogen bath as a function of temperature) could be achieved.
The capacitive discharging event was initiated with a transistor-transistor logic
(TTL) signal. The TTL signal was generated by an in-house designed computer software
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in Visual Basic (VB version 6.0 for Windows NT). Scheme 3.1 depicts a print screen of
the PCCT controller GUI window showing the cryogenic trapping parameters. For
instance, as shown in Scheme 3.1, the user-defined inputs could be used to change the
cryogenic trapping and heating time durations (in seconds) and optimize these parameters
for a particular experiment. We did not use a pulsed valve in the GC/PCCT/MS
experiments reported in here. However, the PCCT controller GUI could also be utilized
to control a pulsed valve opening/closing time duration (in seconds).

Heating duration of 0.3 seconds
Cycle time (60 seconds)

Three-way pulsed valve
on/off duration (seconds)

CTE heating duration Total number of
heating/focusing cycles
(seconds)

Cryogenic trapping
duration (seconds)

Scheme 3.1. Print screen of the GUI window (“Cryo Controller”) from the
home-written software used to control the PCCT unit. The values shown for the
“Cryo Controller” parameters are the actual adjusted values used to acquire the
GC/PCCT/MS chromatograms in Figures 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4.

For all of the experiments reported herein, we used time durations of 60 s for
cryofocusing and 0.3 s for heating. It should be noted that heating time was governed by
the time constant () of the RC circuit (used in the discharge unit of the PCCT device)
which was ~72.8 ms. In other words, cooling period could be changed but heating
occurred during the capacitive discharge event only.
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3.2.3.4. GC/PCCT/MS setup. Scheme 3.2 shows a pictorial representation of the
GC/PCCT/MS setup used in this study. The CTE was connected to the end of GC column
using a heated transfer line made of an 8-in. long MTX guard column (I.D. 0.01 in., O.D.
0.02 in., Restek Corp., PA). The other end of the CTE was connected to the QMS using a
10-in. long MTX guard column (I.D. 0.01 in., O.D. 0.02 in., Restek Corp., PA). To
connect the two ends of the CTE to either GC or QMS, 1/16-in. stainless steel unions
(Restek Corp., PA) were used. Two brass heating blocks (1.0 in. (length) × 0.7 in. (width)
× 0.5 in. (height)) were used on both ends of the CTE to avoid “cold spots” and GC “peak
tailings”. The entire length of the transfer lines on both sides of the CTE was
continuously heated and kept at 150 °C during the data acquisition. For the experiments
without the cryogenic trapping (i.e., GC/MS), the CTE was used as a transfer line and
heated (at 150 °C) using a heat gun.

Heated Transfer Lines
Heated Metal Blocks

Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometer

Computer

QMS

Data
Analysis

Injection
Port
GC Oven

Teflon
Cup

Cryogenic
CTE
Trap

LN2

TTL
Switch
DC
Supply

Capacitor
Bank

Cryofocuser Assembly

Scheme 3.2. Schematic representation of the GC/PCCT/MS instrumental setup
used for the VOC analyses.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
In the following sections, we present the results from the analytical performance
evaluation of the new GC/PCCT/MS using standards and VOCs in HEB samples249 via a
two-step analyte concentration, viz., SPME combined with PCCT.

3.3.1. Direct Headspace Analysis of Acetone
Figure 3.1 shows the overlaid selected ion chromatograms (SICs) of acetone (at
m/z 43 (CH3CO+)) obtained using GC/PCCT/MS (Figure 3.1, solid line) and the
conventional GC/MS approach (Figure 3.1, dotted line). A total amount of 1.0 nmole of
acetone HS was injected into the GC injection port in each experiment (i.e.,
GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS). For better comparison, the peak labeled as “GC/MS” in
Figure 1 is magnified by 14 folds (i.e., the ratio of peak maxima for peaks labeled as
“GC/PCCT/MS” and “GC/MS”).
To acquire the chromatogram labeled as “GC/MS” in Figure 3.1 (dotted line), the
CTE in Scheme 3.2 was not immersed in LN2 (viz., the teflon cup in Scheme 3.2 was
empty). The CTE was heated with a heat gun (at 150 °C) and used as a transfer line. The
retention time (RT) of the acetone (i.e., the centroid value of the Gaussian-shaped GC
peak in Figure 3.1) in the GC/MS was 7.20 (± 0.160) min or 432 (± 9.60) s (errors
reported at the 95 % confidence level (CL) for n = 3). The chromatographic peak width
of 16 s at the base of the Gaussian profile for acetone in Figure 3.1 (dotted line) was
comparable to the peak widths we observed for this particular instrument when GC was
directly interfaced to QMS (an indication for the absence of “cold spots” in the exposed
regions of the CTE in GC/MS experiments).
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Direct Headspace (HS) Analysis of 1.0 nmole of Acetone

Intensity @ m/z 43 (A.U.)

Cryogenic trapping
time (~60 s)

1.2x10

6

9.0x10

5

6.0x10

5

3.0x10

5

GC/MS
× 14
GC/PCCT/MS

0.0
0.0 0.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Retention Time (min)
Figure 3.1. Overlaid selected ion chromatograms (SICs) of acetone at m/z 43
(CH3CO+) obtained using GC/PCCT/MS (solid line) and GC/MS (dotted line). A
headspace (HS) volume of 5 µL containing 1.0 nmole of acetone was injected into the
GC injection port in each instrumental configuration (i.e., GC/PCCT/MS or GC/MS).
For comparison purpose, the peak labeled as “GC/MS” is magnified by 14 folds. The
two parallel diagonal lines in x-axis denote axis break from 0.7 min to 6.7 min.

To acquire the chromatogram labeled as “GC/PCCT/MS” in Figure 3.1 (solid
line), the eluted acetone molecules from GC column were captured in the CTE immersed
in LN2 (Scheme 3.2). The cryogenic trapping time was set at 60 s (i.e., the “cycle time” in
PCCT controller GUI in Scheme 3.1 was 60 s and started with the start of the GC/MS
data acquisition). The cryogenic trapping duration of 60 s (between 7.04 min or 422.4 s to
8.04 min or 482.4 s) is shown with a horizontal arrow (between the two vertical dash
lines) in Figure 3.1.
Once the GC eluting organic molecules (in this case acetone) were trapped, the
post-column trapped analyte(s) were desorbed and admitted into the QMS by the resistive
heating of the CTE. The shift in the RT (i.e., 1.0 min) of acetone in GC/PCCT/MS
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experiment (i.e., Figure 3.1, solid line) (compared to GC/MS experiment) is expected and
confirms the operator selection of cryogenic trapping time of 60 s. The appearance of a
single GC/PCCT/MS peak in Figure 3.1 (solid line) suggests that all of the cryogenically
trapped acetone molecules were desorbed in a single flash heating event (viz., no peak
was observed in the subsequent flash heating event at 9.04 min in Figure 3.1, solid line).
In order to desorb all of the cryogenic trapped analytes in a single flash heating
event, the duration of the cryofocusing and the heating cycles as well as the amount of
heating must be sufficient. In other words, it is possible for a single acetone injection to
yield more than a single GC peak due to the trapping of the left over acetone molecules in
the “back-end” of the acetone GC peak. Our studies under variable cryofocusing and
heating durations, He gas flow rates, and discharge timing conditions suggested that the
“back-end” accumulation could yield multiple peaks indicating the highly sensitive
nature of the cryofocusing approach.
The comparisons between the two SICs for m/z 43 in Figure 3.1 revealed that the
peak width (at the base) of the GC/PCCT/MS peak of acetone (solid line) was decreased
by over ten folds (from 16 s to 1.4 s) as compared to GC/MS peak of acetone (dotted data
points). Although the peak areas remained comparable (viz., 2.4 × 106 arbitrary unit
(A.U.) for GC/MS and 3.2 × 106 A.U. for GC/PCCT/MS), the peak heights increased by
fourteen folds from 6.6 × 104 A.U. for GC/MS to 9.4 × 105 A.U. for GC/PCCT/MS.

3.3.2. Analytical Sensitivity and Dynamic Range: GC/PCCT/MS vs. GC/MS
To examine the dynamic/linearity range of the VOC analyses using
GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS, we injected eighteen different amounts of acetone HS (i.e.,
42, 170, 510 pmoles, 1.0 nmole, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
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and 100 nmoles) into the GC injection port in each mode (data not shown). For the
GC/MS analysis of acetone, the EM detector response was linear from 170 pmoles to 50
nmoles of the injected acetone and the detector saturation occurred at >50 nmoles of
acetone; no signal was observed for 42 pmoles of acetone in GC/MS experiment. For the
GC/PCCT/MS experiment, the EM detector response was linear from 42 pmoles to 6.0
nmoles of the injected acetone and the detector response reached to the saturation level at
>6.0 nmoles of acetone. The observation of detector saturation at lower acetone
concentration for GC/PCCT/MS (i.e., >6.0 nmoles) compared to GC/MS (i.e., >50
nmoles) is expected and demonstrates the advantage of using PCCT for enhancing the
S/N ratio in GC/MS analyses (see Table 3.1 and related discussions). The estimated
dynamic ranges for acetone analysis using GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS are 150 (i.e., 6.0
nmoles / 42 pmoles) and 294 (i.e., 50 nmoles / 170 pmoles), respectively. Although the
dynamic range for GC/PCCT/MS is smaller than the dynamic range for GC/MS, their
combined dynamic range is over three orders of magnitude.
Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the calibration curves for acetone based on the
total peak area (i.e., sum of the SIC peak areas at m/z 43 Th and 58 Th) and the peak
height (for the SIC at m/z 43 Th), respectively. The peak areas and peak heights were
corrected for background and used for generating the calibration plots in Figures 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b). Each data point for GC/PCCT/MS (denoted with filled squares, ■) and
GC/MS (denoted with empty circles, ○) in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) corresponds to an
average of eight experimental trials and the experimental absolute errors are reported at
the 95 % CL. To obtain the best linear fit equations in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), we
utilized the curve fitting function of Origin 7.0 software (Origin Lab Co., MA)
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(a) Peak Area-Based Calibration Curves (Acetone)
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(b) Peak Height-Based Calibration Curves (Acetone)
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Figure 3.2. Calibration curves for acetone (between 42 pmoles and 6 nmoles) using
GC/PCCT/MS (solid line) and GC/MS (dash lines) based on the (a) total peak areas (sum
of the SIC peak areas at m/z 43 Th (CH3CO+) and 58 Th (M•+)) and (b) peak height for
SIC at m/z 43 Th (CH3CO+). The data points shown with filled square (■) and empty
circle (○) symbols correspond to GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS experiments, respectively.
Each data point in the panels (a) and (b) corresponds to an average of eight experimental
trials and the absolute errors at the 95 % CL are denoted with the error bars.
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The acetone calibration equations obtained based on the acetone total peak area
(Figure 3.2(a)) showed comparable slopes. The comparison of the calibration equations
obtained based on the peak heights of the SIC at m/z 43 in Figure 3.2(b) revealed
seventeen folds enhancement in the slope of calibration equation for GC/PCCT/MS as
compared to GC/MS.
It is important to note that different parameters including vacuum chamber
pressure and background contamination levels can significantly affect the observed
sensitivity enhancements in GC/PCCT/MS. For example, the observed routine sensitivity
enhancement of 17 folds for the detection of acetone using GC/PCCT/MS (in Figure
3.2(b)) was obtained with the vacuum chamber pressure of 7.7 × 10-5 torr to 8.0 × 10-5
torr and a background level of ~2,000 counts/scan. However, with a “cleaner” vacuum
chamber (background level of 100 counts/scan), we could obtain up to 40 folds
enhancement in the sensitivity for the detection of acetone using GC/PCCT/MS (as
compared to GC/MS). The high background level in the MS vacuum chamber of GC/MS
instruments results partly from the long history of instrument usage and sample
injection.232
Table 3.1 shows the summary of the calculated S/N values of the acetone MS
signal (at SIC peak maximum for m/z 43 Th) corresponding to the data points in Figure
3.2. In Table 3.1, columns #1 to #3 correspond to the amount of acetone injected (into the
GC column injection port), the calculated S/N at SIC peak maximum (for m/z 43), and
S/N enhancement (for GC/PCCT/MS as compared to GC/MS), respectively. The S/N
values in Table 3.1 were calculated by dividing the peak height of the SIC at m/z 43
(from acetone) by the root-mean-square (RMS) of the background noise (averaged over
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±30 s time interval from the GC acetone peak centroid). The comparisons of the values in
column #2 of Table 3.1 show up to 22 folds enhancement in S/N (at peak maximum for
the SIC at m/z 43) for acetone analysis using GC/PCCT/MS (as compared to GC/MS).
The calculated LOD (based on the standard deviation of the sample blank and slope of
the calibration curve250) for GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS were 6.3 × 10-14 moles and 8.3 ×
10-12 moles, respectively.

Table 3.1. Comparisons of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the
direct analysis of acetone using GC/MS and GC/PCCT/MS.
Amount Injected
{nmole(s)}
~0.042
~0.17
~0.51
~1.0
~2.0
~3.0
~4.0
~5.0
~6.0

S/N*
GC/MS

GC/PCCT/MS

ND**
~29 (± 7)
~93 (± 32)
~269 (± 33)
~367 (± 38)
~596 (± 43)
~701 (± 124)
~876 (± 51)
~1191 (± 371)

~97 (± 32)
~540 (± 271)
~2085 (± 387)
~4509 (± 1601)
~6259 (± 3697)
~5685 (± 3417)
~8261 (± 4395)
~11472 (± 5949)
~9435 (± 2610)

S/N
Enhancement
-~19
~22
~17
~17
~10
~12
~13
~8

*The S/N values are the average SIC peak maxima at m/z 43 (CH3CO+) from
eight experimental trials. The errors at 95 % CL are included in the parentheses.
**ND: Not detected.

We also evaluated the analytical sensitivity of GC/PCCT/MS by the analysis of
other VOCs (e.g., benzene, hexane, and toluene dissolved in dichloromethane, data not
shown) and observed enhancements both in sensitivity (i.e., 14-22 folds) and LOD (i.e.,
two orders of magnitude) as compared to GC/MS analyses. Although we consistently
observed enhancements in the sensitivity for VOC analyses using GC/PCCT/MS, the
chromatographic data acquired using the GC/PCCT/MS were less reproducible than the
GC/MS. We are currently exploring the possibility of using other fast scan mass
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analyzers (e.g., time-of-flight (TOF)) and modifying the PCCT/MS interface to further
enhance the performance characteristics of GC/PCCT/MS.

3.3.3. Solid-Phase Microextraction (SPME) Analysis of Acetone at the ppbV Level
In order to assess the performance of GC/PCCT/MS for VOC analysis at low
concentration (i.e., in the ppbV range), we used SPME to preconcentrate the samples
containing 3.8 ppbV and 0.80 ppbV of acetone and then inject the SPME-extracted
acetone molecules into the GC injection port. All SPME experiments were conducted in
triplicate to ensure the reproducibility of the analyses.
Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the SICs (at m/z 43) obtained from the analyses of
3.8 ppbV and 0.80 ppbV acetone samples, respectively, using GC/PCCT/MS (solid line)
and GC/MS (dotted line). The SPME analysis of acetone at the concentration of 3.8 ppbV
using GC/MS (Figure 3.3(a), dotted line) showed a peak at the RT 7.1 (± 0.30) min with
poor S/N (viz. S/N of 3.2 (± 0.40) at the peak maximum). However, the SPME analysis of
3.8 ppbV acetone sample using GC/PCCT/MS (with 60 s PCCT cycle) resulted in a sharp
and narrow peak with S/N of 29.0 (± 2.00) (Figure 3.3(a), solid line). The comparison of
the S/N (for m/z 43) at peak maxima for the two chromatograms in Figure 3.3(a) revealed
nine folds enhancement in the S/N for the SPME analysis of 3.8 ppbV acetone sample
using GC/PCCT/MS (as compared to GC/MS).
The SIC (at m/z 43) for the SPME analysis of acetone at concentration of 0.80
ppbV using GC/MS (Figure 3.3(b), dotted line) showed no MS signal for acetone. The
SPME analysis of acetone at 0.80 ppbV using GC/PCCT/MS (with 60 s PCCT cycle)
resulted in a single sharp peak for acetone (Figure 3.3(b), solid line) with a S/N of 19.0 (±
3.00).
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Figure 3.3. Selected ion chromatograms (SICs) of acetone at m/z 43 (CH3CO+)
obtained from SPME analyses of samples containing (a) 3.8 ppbV and (b) 0.80 ppbV
of acetone using GC/MS (dotted line) and GC/PCCT/MS (solid line). The values on
top of the peaks are the average S/N valuess for the SIC peak maxima at m/z 43 from
triplicate experiments (the error at 95 % CL is included in parenthesis for each value).
In panels (a) and (b), the parallel diagonal lines in x-axes denote the axis break from
0.7 min to 6.7 min.
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3.3.4. Solid-Phase Microextraction Analysis of Human Exhaled Breath Sample
To demonstrate the applicability of the GC/PCCT/MS for “real world” sample
analyses, we analyzed HEB samples from a “healthy” volunteer. We chose HEB sample
because of its potential as a noninvasively collectable biological sample for disease
diagnosis and biomarker discovery.12,

227, 249, 251

The previous reports on the GC/MS

analysis of HEB samples have shown that HEB contains VOCs at low concentrations in
the ppm to ppt ranges.223, 249, 252 However, some of the reported values, in terms of the
relative abundance information, are inconsistent. For instance, some of the initial reports
indicate the presence of hundreds of VOCs in HEB and none of the reported VOCs are
significantly higher (in terms of relative abundance) than the rest.253 However,
subsequent reports249,

254

on HEB including our preconcentrator (PC)/GC/FT-ICR MS

results255 indicated that acetone and isoprene were at much higher concentrations than
most other VOCs in HEB. Although these different results can be explained by
considering the experimental variabilities in collecting and analyzing HEB samples, it is
desirable to use the most direct approaches for such analyses. We decided to use both
GC/MS and GC/PCCT/MS approaches and identify the most abundant chemicals in
HEB. It should be noted that we did not use clean air256 or exhaustive studies12, 223 for this
purpose. In addition, the affinities of different SPMEs were not studied in this report.
However, our preliminary studies demonstrate the advantages of GC/PCCT/MS approach
for HEB characterization and VOC analysis (e.g., biological and environmental samples).
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show the total ion chromatograms (TICs) (after
background correction) obtained from SPME analysis of a HEB sample (from a “healthy”
human volunteer) using GC/MS and GC/PCCT/MS, respectively. To acquire the TICs in
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Figure 3.4. Total ion chromatograms (TICs) (after background correction) obtained from
the analysis of a HEB sample using (a) GC/MS and (b) GC/PCCT/MS instrumental
setups. In panels (a) and (b), the parallel diagonal lines in x-axes denote the axis break
from 2 min to 7 min.

Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), two separate 5-L volumes of the breath sample were collected
in two separate 5-L Tedlar gas sampling bags. Then the SPME stationary phase was
inserted into the Tedlar bag through the septum-sealed inlet port of the bag. The
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optimized SPME sampling/extraction time was 60 min for both GC/MS and
GC/PCCT/MS experiments. The chemical identities of the chromatographic peaks for
each TIC (Figure 3.4) are indicated with the labels on top of each peak in Figures 3.4(a)
and 3.4(b).
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show the total ion chromatograms (TICs) (after
background correction) obtained from SPME analysis of a HEB sample (from a “healthy”
human volunteer) using GC/MS and GC/PCCT/MS, respectively. To acquire the TICs in
Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), two separate 5-L volumes of the breath sample were collected
in two separate 5-L Tedlar gas sampling bags. Then the SPME stationary phase was
inserted into the Tedlar bag through the septum-sealed inlet port of the bag. The
optimized SPME sampling/extraction time was 60 min for both GC/MS and
GC/PCCT/MS experiments. The chemical identities of the chromatographic peaks for
each TIC (Figure 3.4) are indicated with the labels on top of each peak in Figures 3.4(a)
and 3.4(b).
A total of seven VOCs were identified in the analyzed HEB sample using GC/MS
(Figure 3.4(a)). The identified VOCs using GC/MS included (in the increasing order of
RT): ethanol, acetone, isoprene, 1-propanol, 2-butanone, tetradecane, and toluene. The
analysis of HEB sample from the same volunteer under the identical experimental
conditions (e.g., identical sample collection time duration and temperature) using
GC/PCCT/MS revealed the presence of additional VOCs (Figure 3.4(b)). The additional
two VOCs in GC/PCCT/MS experiments were camphor and benzene (Figure 3.4(b)).
Please note that the TIC acquired using GC/PCCT/MS in Figure 3.4(b) shows the
presence of benzene as two sharp peaks. The observation of the two peaks for benzene in
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Figure 3.4(b) could potentially be due to the GC peak broadening or elution of a different
compound with the same chemical composition.
Also, for all of the VOCs (in the analyzed HEB sample) detected with both
GC/MS and GC/PCCT/MS techniques, the observed S/N values were larger for the
GC/PCCT/MS analysis. The improved S/N enhances the fragment ion assignments and
the matching score for unknown identification using MS library searches.
It is interesting to note that both GC/PCCT/MS and GC/MS results confirmed our
initial report255 in that, under our sampling conditions, isoprene and acetone
concentrations were higher than the concentrations of other VOCs present in HEB.

3.3.5. Cryogenic Trap Coupled to a Catalytic Reaction Unit and MS System
To demonstrate the wide application of the cryofocuser for VOC analysis at low
concentrations, we coupled the PCCT to a catalytic reaction unit for preconcentrating
nitric oxide (NO) photocatalytic reaction products prior to introduction into a triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Nitric oxide decomposition reaction in the presence of
titanium dioxide (TiO2) catalyst and ultra-violet (UV) radiation has been previously
studied using NOx analyzers equipped with either infrared or chemiluminescence
detectors.257, 258 The NOx analyzers based on chemiluminescence measurement systems
are limited to indirect detection of NOx gases (i.e., NO and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)) and
are not able to detect other potential photocatalytic products such as nitrous oxide
(N2O).259, 260 Coupling the catalytic chamber to MS allows for direct m/z determinations
(i.e., molecular weight determination) of NOx species and NO photocatalytic products.
Figure 3.5 shows the temporal plots of normalized ion intensities for the NO,
N2O, and NO2 species at 80 ppm NO (in simulated air, i.e., 80 % N2 and 20 % O2) and a
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cryofocusing time of 60 s in the presence/absence of UV light and P25 TiO2 catalyst
(~0.50 grams of P25 TiO2 catalyst was loaded into the reaction chamber). In Figure 3.5,
symbols denoted by empty triangles (Δ), empty circles (○), and solid circles (●) represent
NO, N2O, and NO2 ion intensities, respectively. The normalized ion intensities for the
NO, N2O, and NO2 species were obtained by dividing the total ion intensity of each NO,
N2O, and NO2 species by the sum of the total ion intensities from NO, N2O, and NO2

Normalized Intensity

species at each time (or data) point.
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Figure 3.5. Temporal plot of normalized ion intensities for NO, N2O, and NO2 with
TiO2 P25 catalyst.

As shown in Figure 3.5, the normalized ion intensities (i.e., peak areas) of NO,
N2O, and NO2, prior to the application of UV radiation (i.e., from elapsed time of 0 to 17
min), were stable. Upon exposure of the P25 TiO2 catalyst to UV radiation (starting at an
elapsed time of 17 min and indicated by the arrow symbol and UV “On”), a significant
(i.e., >5 %) decrease in NO ion intensities and an associated increase in N2O ion
intensities were observed. However, when the exposure of P25 TiO2 photocatalyst to UV
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radiation was terminated or turned “off” (at 42 min elapsed time and indicated by the
arrow symbol and UV “Off”), NO and N2O ion intensities returned to their initial levels
after a 5-10 minute delay (i.e., comparable to their respective ion intensities prior to
exposure to UV radiation). The observed changes in NO and N2O ion intensities, in
response to the catalyst exposure to UV radiation, suggest that N2O was the major
photocatalytic product of NO. No significant (i.e., >5 %) changes were observed in NO2
ion intensity in either the presence or absence of P25 TiO2 photocatalyst exposed to UV
radiation.

3.4. Conclusions
We successfully coupled a home-built post-column cryogenic trap (PCCT) to a
conventional GC/MS instrument for the analysis of VOCs. The performance
characteristic of GC/PCCT/MS was evaluated and compared to the conventional GC/MS.
The results from the direct HS analysis of acetone using GC/PCCT/MS revealed
approximately two orders of magnitude enhancement in LOD compared to the similar
analysis using GC/MS. We also demonstrated the advantage of using PCCT for
extending the dynamic range (to lower concentrations) for the VOC analysis with a
conventional GC/MS. Moreover, we showed an improved S/N for the detection of
acetone at low ppbV (i.e., 0.80 ppbV and 3.8 ppbV) using SPME GC/PCCT/MS as
compared to SPME GC/MS.
The performance of GC/PCCT/MS for “real world” sample analysis was also
evaluated (and compared to GC/MS) using human exhaled breath (HEB) sample from a
“healthy” human subject. Both the number and S/N (at TIC peak maxima) of detected
VOCs in the analyzed breath samples were higher for the GC/PCCT/MS analysis than the
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direct GC/MS analysis. We anticipate that these improvements in dynamic range and
instrumental sensitivity will contribute to emerging research in biomedical and
environmental fields that require enhanced analytical capabilities.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Analysis of Volatile Organic Compound Mixtures Using Radio-Frequency
Ionization/Mass Spectrometry
This chapter published as: Olaitan, A. D.; Zekavat, B.; Dhungana, B.; Hockaday, W. C.;
Chambliss, C. K.; Solouki, T. Analysis of volatile organic compound mixtures using
radio-frequency ionization/mass spectrometry. Anal. Methods, 2014, 6, 4982-4987.

Abstract
Radio-frequency ionization (RFI) coupled with Fourier transform-ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry (MS) was used to analyze volatile compounds from bio-oil
and commercial gasoline samples. Fingerprinting of bio-oil and gasoline samples was
possible using RFI/MS. Differentiation of three gasoline grades was achieved by
principal component analysis of RFI/MS data.

4.1. Introduction
Exact molecular formula determination of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
has many analytical (“fingerprinting”) applications in diverse areas of research including
(but not limited to) disease biomarker detection,1, 2 environmental sciences,3, 4 explosive
detection,5 forensics,6 and petroleomics.7, 8 Mass spectrometry (MS) is one of the most
sensitive

analytical

techniques

for

VOC

analysis.9-11

New

developments

in

instrumentation12 and sample collection techniques13-15 should further enhance analytical
utilities of MS. For the past few decades, chemical ionization (CI)16 and electron
ionization (EI)17 have been among the most commonly employed ionization methods18
for detection and structural analyses of VOCs. Here, we use VOC mixtures to
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demonstrate the utility of radio-frequency ionization (RFI) technique for MS analysis of
organic compounds.
We recently reported on successful implementation of RFI/ Fourier transform-ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) MS for detection of volatile and semi-volatile organic
compounds.19 The observed mass spectral patterns in RFI were similar to those generated
by EI at 70 eV and contained both pseudo molecular and fragment ions.19 However, RFI
offers several advantages that can minimize the challenges associated with the use of EI
for VOC analysis with MS. For instance, issues related to the use of EI with FT-ICR MS
include: (a) high background pressure in ICR cell due to outgassing of the heated
electrical components surrounding the EI filament,9 (b) presence of chemical noise due to
ionization of the outgassed materials, and (c) time-penalties associated with frequent
replacement of the fragile EI filaments (which are normally placed within a high
magnetic field region for FT-ICR instruments). Because RFI can be operated in pulsed
mode,19 surface heating and resultant outgassing are minimal. Moreover, robust
experimental setup of RFI is not disposed to filament burning and other damages that are
commonly observed in EI experiments.
Here, for the first time, we present the utility of RFI/FT-ICR MS for
“sampleprinting” of VOC mixtures. The analyzed mixtures included room temperature
VOCs of aqueous and oily phases of bio-oil samples derived from slow pyrolysis of pine
shavings (PS) and corn stover (CS) biomasses and commercially available gasoline
samples (research octane number (RON)20 of 87, 89, and 93). We demonstrate that the
use of RFI in combination with high mass measurement accuracy and high mass
resolving power of FT-ICR MS enables identification of headspace VOCs. Moreover, we
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show that VOC mixtures can be differentiated by using (i) information obtained from the
degree of analyte oxygenation7 using RFI/FT-ICR MS and (ii) principal component
analysis (PCA) of RFI/FT-ICR mass spectral data.

4.2. Experimental

4.2.1. Sample Preparation
PS and CS bio-oil samples were prepared by slow pyrolysis in a custom-built
reactor.21 Approximately 1,695 g of biomass (PS or CS) was heated in an air-tight, 20liter, stainless steel reaction vessel for 400 minutes. Pyrolysis temperature programming
was: 30 minutes at 100 ºC, ramp at 6 ºC/minute to 470 ºC, 60 minutes at 470 °C to 490
ºC, and cooling at 4 ºC/minute to ambient temperature. Bio-oil condensation was
accomplished by cooling pyrolysis products in a “cold fingerˮ heat exchanger at ambient
air temperature of approximately 11 ºC. The representative aqueous and oily portions of
PS and CS bio-oil samples were phase separated and used for MS analyses.
Gasoline samples were collected from a commercial source (a gasoline station in
Waco, TX), stored in a 10-mL eppendorf tube, and analyzed within ~20 minutes of
sample collection.

4.2.2. Mass Spectrometry (MS)
Mass spectra were acquired using an IonSpec FT-ICR MS system (former
IonSpec Corp. - now a division of Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) equipped with
a 9.4 tesla superconducting magnet (Cryomagnetics Inc., Oakridge, TN) and a home-built
RFI source.19 A detailed description of the FT-ICR instrument has been reported
previously.22 Briefly, RFI-generated ions were trapped in an open-ended ICR cell for 1 s.
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The trapped ions were excited (for 4 ms) by using dipolar frequency sweep excitation23
and detected in the broadband mode. Fourier transformation of the acquired time-domain
signals (128 k or 512 k data points) with one zero fill and Blackman window apodization
followed by magnitude calculation and frequency-to-m/z conversion yielded the RFI/FTICR mass spectra shown in this report. Typical ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) base pressures,
in the ICR cell region, were below ~3.0 × 10-9 Torr. UHV pressures were measured
(when the FT-ICR chamber was inserted into the bore of the magnet for MS operation)
by direct reading of Granville-Phillips dual ion gauge controller and series 274 BayardAlpert type ionization gauge tube. Reported pressures were not corrected for ionization
sensitivity, geometry factor, or magnetic field effect. To account for m/z-dependent ICR
frequency shifts, we used a “segmented” calibration technique.24 The segmented
calibration was performed with 5 segments at segment interval of 30 Da.
Liquid samples (~100 μL of gasoline or bio-oil) were transferred into separate
teflon tubes and sealed (at room temperature of ~25 °C). Before MS analyses, samples in
the sealed teflon tubes were degassed using conventional freeze-thaw degassing cycles.7,
25

Room temperature VOCs present in the headspace volume of teflon tubes (containing

either gasoline or bio-oil samples) were transferred into a heated (~200 °C) expansion
reservoir.7, 25 Subsequently, these headspace VOCs were directly introduced into the FTICR vacuum chamber through a heated (~200 °C) transfer line attached to a pulsed valve
(~120 °C). Gasoline and bio-oil samples were introduced into the FT-ICR vacuum
chamber for 50 ms and 200 ms, respectively. The selected neutral introduction durations
were based on an optimal ICR ion detection pressure of ~3.0 × 10-9 Torr after sample
introduction. After each analysis, the expansion reservoir was evacuated using a vacuum
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pump. To assure that sample expansion reservoir was properly cleaned, prior to each
analysis, “blankˮ mass spectra were acquired by pulsing contents of the evacuated
reservoir into FT-ICR vacuum chamber for mass analysis. In all cases, “blank” mass
spectra showed no detectable VOC signals. Samples were analyzed in triplicate runs to
ensure reproducibility.

4.2.3. Radio-Frequency Ionization (RFI) Source
We used a home-built RF power supply26 for ion generation. A detailed
description of the RFI source has been reported previously.19 An optimized RF signal at
6.5 MHz (~200 Vp-p) was applied to the quadrupole ion guide (QIG) rods of the FT-ICR
instrument for 200 ms.19 A transistor-transistor logic (TTL) relay switch and IonSpec
Omega software (version 8.0) was used to control the “on/off” states of the RF signals on
QIG rods. Under our experimental conditions, RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of VOCs
contained radical cations, protonated species, and fragment ions.19

4.2.4. Data Analysis
MATLAB 7.0 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) software running on a
Dell (2.13 GHz Intel® Core(TM) i3 CPU with 4.0 GHz RAM) laptop computer (Dell Inc.,
Round Rock, TX, USA) was used for principal component analysis (PCA)27 of gasoline
RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra.

4.3. Results and Discussion
Mass Spectral data presented in here demonstrate the utility of RFI/MS for
analysis of VOCs in bio-oil and gasoline samples. We selected bio-oil and gasoline as
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candidate VOC mixtures because the EI/MS analysis of VOCs in bio-oils28-30 and
gasoline7, 31 have been reported previously.

4.3.1. RFI/FT-ICR MS Analysis of Bio-Oil Samples
Complete characterization of bio-oils’ compositions in terms of analysis of
volatile and non-volatile organic compounds requires the use of appropriate ionization
techniques. For example, electrospray ionization (ESI)28 and atmospheric pressure
chemical ionization (APCI)32 are routinely used for analysis of high MW species in biooil samples. However, the low MW species can be lost in the ESI and/or APCI due to
their low proton affinities (PAs)25, 33 as compared to larger MW compounds. Therefore,
use of high sensitivity ionization techniques such as RFI is required for full
characterization of low MW species in bio-oils.
Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) show the RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of VOCs present in
the headspace of aqueous and oily phases of PS bio-oil, respectively. RFI of the VOCs in
aqueous and oily phases of PS bio-oil generated ions in the m/z ranges of 31 to 131 and
39 to 171, respectively. Total numbers of observed peaks (signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) >3)
in RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of aqueous and oily phases of PS bio-oil were 66 and 64,
respectively. Identities of the observed ions in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) could be assigned
as saturated, unsaturated, and heteroatom (nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and sulfur (S))containing hydrocarbons (Table A.1).
We also analyzed room temperature headspace VOCs from aqueous and oily
phases of corn stover (CS) bio-oil samples (Figure A.1 and Table A.1) using RFI/FT-ICR
MS. Observed VOCs in aqueous and oily phases of PS and CS bio-oil samples were
mainly O-containing compounds (Table A.1). Total percentages of oxygenated VOCs in
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aqueous and oily phases of PS bio-oil were 68 % and 64 %, respectively (Table 4.1,
columns 2 and 3). Similarly, total percentages of O-containing VOCs in aqueous and oily
phases of CS bio-oil samples were 82 % and 65 %, respectively (Table 4.1, columns 4
and 5).

(a) PS Aqueous Phase

C2H7O+
CH5O+

50

100
m/z

150

(b) PS Oily Phase

C5H9O+
C6H9O+

50

100
m/z

150

Figure 4.1. RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of VOCs from (a) aqueous and (b) oily phases of
bio-oil derived from slow pyrolysis of pine shavings (PS). The two most abundant peaks
in each mass spectrum are labeled. For each mass spectrum, 5 FT-ICR MS time-domain
transients of 128 k data points were summed prior to Fourier transformation.
The oxygenated VOC compositions of PS and CS bio-oil samples deduced from
RFI/FT-ICR MS analyses in this work are consistent with previously reported gas
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chromatography (GC) /EI/MS data.28-30 Previous GC/EI/MS data suggested the presence
of various O-containing compounds such as acids, alcohols, esters, furans, and ketones as
major classes of compounds in bio-oils.28-30
Comparison between RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of aqueous (Figure 4.1(a)) and
oily (Figure 4.1(b)) phases of PS bio-oil revealed clear qualitative differences. For
instance, small mass ions (m/z <70) were present at higher relative abundances in the
aqueous phase (Figure 4.1(a)) than in the oily phase (Figure 4.1(b)) of PS bio-oil.
Conversely, the larger mass ions (70 <m/z <110) were present at higher relative
abundances in the oily phase (Figure 4.1(b)) as compared to the aqueous phase (Figure
4.1(a)) of PS bio-oil. Similar patterns (in terms of relative abundances of small and large
mass ions) were observed in the RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of aqueous and oily phases of
CS bio-oil samples (Figure A.1).
PS aqueous phase contained low mass species such as C2H7O+ (m/z 47.0491),
which were not present in PS oily phase. On the other hand, PS oily phase contained
higher carbon number sample-specific species, such as C6H7O+ (m/z 95.0493) which
were not detected in PS aqueous phase. Based on the RFI/FT-ICR MS data presented in
Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) (summarized data in Tables 4.1 and A.1), the aqueous and oily
phases of PS bio-oil can be differentiated based on their VOC chemical compositions.
The characteristic m/z spacing (e.g., 0.036 Th for the substitution of CH4 vs. O)
for various species present in the two phases of PS bio-oil can be observed in RFI/FTICR mass spectra. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows expanded views of the m/z range 100.9
to 101.2 for RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of aqueous (panel a) and oily phases (panel b) of
PS bio-oil at mass resolving power (m/∆m50%) of ~20,000. The observed nominally
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isobaric species in Figure 4.2 could potentially be assigned as C4H7NS+ (at m/z 101.0294
with 0.3 ppm error, panel a), C4H5O3+ (at m/z 101.0234 with 0.5 ppm error, panel b),
C5H9O2+ (at m/z 101.0599 with 2.0 ppm error, panels a and b), and C6H13O+ (at m/z
101.0960 with 0.6 ppm error, panels a and b). The N- and S-containing compounds were
only 13.1 % and 1.5 %, respectively, of all the observed species in RFI/FT-ICR mass
spectra of PS bio-oil samples, consistent with previous reports on the presence of
negligible amount (<0.5 % by weight) of N- and S-containing compounds in bio-oil
samples.34-36
Table 4.1. Percentages of oxygenated and non-oxygenated compounds in PS and CS biooil aqueous and oily phases and a commercial gasoline sample (RON 87).
Ox-Containing
Classes
O0
O1
O2
O3
O4

PS (Aqueous)

PS (Oily)

CS (Aqueous)

CS (Oily)

Gasoline

32 %
39 %
27 %
2%
0%

36 %
45 %
14 %
2%
3%

18 %
51 %
28 %
3%
0%

35 %
45 %
20 %
0%
0%

91 %
9%
0%
0%
0%

(a)

C5H9O2+
C4H7NS+

(b)

C6H13O+

C5H9O2+
C4H5O3+

100.9

C6H13O+

101.0 101.1
m/z

101.2

Figure 4.2. Expanded views of m/z range 100.9 to 101.2 for RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of
(a) aqueous and (b) oily phases of PS bio-oil. For each mass spectrum, 100 FT-ICR MS
time-domain transients of 512 k data points were summed prior to Fourier transformation.
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4.3.2. RFI/FT-ICR MS Analysis of Commercial Gasoline Samples
We used RFI/FT-ICR MS to compare the VOC compositions of commercially
available gasoline samples and bio-oils. Such comparisons can serve as a potential
screening step for selecting bio-oils as renewable energy sources for production of high
quality bio-fuels.37,

38

The use of high quality bio-fuels (obtained from bio-oils) improves

vehicle engine performance and decreases emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
oxides (NOx), and hydrocarbons.39, 40
Figure 4.3 shows the representative RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of headspace VOCs
from three commercially available gasoline samples with RONs 87 (panel a), 89 (panel
b), and 93 (panel c). Unlike PS and CS bio-oil samples, the analyzed gasoline samples
contained a large percentage (e.g., 91 % for gasoline sample with RON 87) of nonoxygenated VOCs (Table 4.1, column 6 and Table A.1). Among the observed oxygenated
VOCs in the gasoline samples, C2H7O+ (m/z 47.0491) (Figure 4.3) had the highest
relative abundance.
Gasoline samples with three different RONs could be differentiated based on the
observed VOCs in their RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra and using principal component
analysis (PCA). Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the score and loading plots (PC #1 versus
PC #2), respectively, obtained from PCA of RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of gasoline
samples with three different RONs (e.g., 87, circles symbols (○); 89, triangle symbols
(Δ); 93, square symbols (□)). To obtain the score and loading plots in Figures 4.4(a) and
4.4(b), each of the three gasoline samples was analyzed in multiple (ten) trials and the
resulting thirty RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra were subjected to PCA. PCA score plot in
Figure 4.4(a) shows a distinct separation between the three gasoline grades. As shown in
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Figure 4.4(b) loading plot, the three most important m/z values responsible for the
observed differences between the analyzed gasoline samples are 57.0695 (C4H9+),
71.0851 (C5H11+), and 85.1012 (C6H13+). These three species were present in all three
gasoline grades with varied relative abundances (Figure 4.3).
(b) RON = 89

(a) RON = 87

C5H11+C5H11+

+

C5H11 C5H11+

C5H11+C5H11+
C2H7OC+2H7O+
C4H9+ C4H9+ +
C6H13 C6H13+

C4H9+ C4H9+
+
+
C2H7OC+2H7OC+ 6H13 C6H13

C2H7OC+2H7O+
C4H9+ C4H9+

C6H13+C6

35 3570 70
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140 140
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(c) RON = 93

C5H11+
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C4H9+
C6H13+
C2H7O+

40 35

C2H7O+
C4H9+
C6H13+

70 105 140 35
m/z

70 105 140
m/z

Figure 4.3. RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of commercial gasoline samples with RONs of (a)
87, (b) 89, and (c) 93. Four most abundant peaks in each mass spectrum are labeled. For
each mass spectrum, 5 FT-ICR MS time-domain transients of 128 k data points were
summed prior to Fourier transformation.
PCA results in Figure 4.4 demonstrate the applicability of RF/FT-ICR MS for
VOC sample mixture differentiation.
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(a) Score Plot
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Figure 4.4. (a) Score and (b) loading plots obtained from PCA of RFI/FT-ICR mass
spectra of three gasoline grades. Each gasoline sample was analysed in 10
experimental trials. Data points represented by circle (○), triangle (∆), and square (□)
symbols correspond to gasoline samples with RONs of 87, 89, and 93, respectively.
A majority of VOCs observed in the RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of gasoline
samples were similar to the previously observed VOCs in gasoline using GC/EI/FT-ICR
MS.7 The observed minor differences are presumably due to different sources of gasoline
samples as well as the different experimental conditions used in RFI/FT-ICR MS (this
work) and GC/EI/FT-ICR MS.7 One observed difference that could potentially be
sample-related is the detection of different O-containing gasoline additives. In our
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previous GC/EI/FT-ICRMS analysis of a commercial gasoline sample, methyl tert-butyl
ether (MTBE) was detected (evidenced by the presence of the MTBE EI fragment ion at
m/z 73.0648 (C4H9O+)).7 However, we did not observe MTBE-related ionic species (e.g.,
MTBE radical cation and/or pseudo molecular ion, or fragment ion at m/z 73.0648) in the
RFI/FT-ICR mass spectrum of the gasoline samples analyzed in this study. Instead, we
observed the presence of C2H7O+ at m/z 47.0491. The C2H7O+ ion was not observed in
our previous GC/EI/FT-ICR MS study and could potentially be assigned as protonated
ethanol (chemical ionization (CI) and self-CI25 product of a gasoline additive). These
observations are consistent with the current use of ethanol as a gasoline additive in the
state of Texas (e.g., the gasoline sample in this study)41 and the former use of MTBE as
an additive in the state of Maine gasoline samples42 (e.g., the gasoline sample in our
previous GC/EI/FT-ICR MS study). The use of MTBE has been banned in the state of
Maine since 2007.42

4.4. Conclusions
A newly developed RFI/FT-ICR MS technique was utilized to fingerprint
gasoline and bio-oil samples. Our MS results suggest that different classes of VOCs (e.g.,
saturated, unsaturated, and heteroatom-containing hydrocarbons) can be ionized by RFI.
We showed that aqueous and oily phases of bio-oils could be differentiated by RFI/FTICR MS analyses of headspace VOCs. Furthermore, we presented results from gasoline
sample classification by combined use of RFI/FT-ICR MS and PCA. Other applications
for using this novel ionization technique can be envisioned in metabolomics, for example,
for analysis of VOCs in human exhaled breath samples. In the near future, we plan to
report on various aspects of RFI including ionization mechanism(s) and sensitivity.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Ionization Yield as Functions of Electric Field Amplitude and Frequency in RadioFrequency Ionization (RFI)

Abstract
Radio-frequency ionization (RFI) is a robust and sensitive ionization technique
for mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Recently,
we reported experimental evidence suggesting that ion generation mechanism in RFI is
primarily electron-based and both positive and negative ions are produced with high
yields. In here, we further studied the effects of electric field amplitude and frequency on
the ion generation yield in RFI. We show that ionization threshold RF voltage amplitude
in RFI does not depend on analytes’ ionization energies and polarizabilities, suggesting
that RFI is a universal ionization technique. We also provide experimental evidence
indicating that lower RF voltages are accessible for RF signals at higher frequencies. RFI
signal at 10.5 MHz has a wider range of accessible RF voltages than RF signal at 5.8
MHz. The total ion intensity for acetone obtained at 11.6 MHz (360 Vp-p) has a better
signal reproducibility (with signal relative standard deviation (RSD) of 15 ± 8 %) than at
5.3 MHz (360 Vp-p) (with signal RSD of 155 ± 55 %). The experimental findings suggest
that RFI sources would operate efficiently and reproducibly at lower RF voltages and
higher frequencies.
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5.1. Introduction
Mass spectrometry (MS) has become a powerful analytical technique helping
scientists from a range of professionals including archaeologists, astronomers, biologists,
chemists, geologists, materials scientists, physicist, and physicians for unveiling applied
and fundamental questions at the molecular and atomic levels.28, 150, 261 Ionization, as a
first step of molecular and atomic analyses using MS, plays a central role for improving
the sensitivity of MS techniques.28,

262

Therefore, parallel to various hardware and

software innovations, ionization techniques have contributed significantly to advancing
MS technologies.28, 261
Depending on the physico-chemical properties of analytes of interest, specific
ionization techniques are utilized to generate ions from neutral analytes. For example,
electrospray ionization (ESI)94 and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)98
are widely used for ionization of semi- and non-volatile chemical compounds from liquid
and solid phases, respectively. Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI)96 and
atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI)263 produce higher ion yields than ESI from
non-polar analytes in liquid phase.
Ionization techniques of choice for analysis of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) are electron ionization (EI),91,
ionization (FI),93,

166, 168

151, 152, 264

chemical ionization (CI),35,

158

field

photoionization (PI)147 as well as a recently introduced

atmospheric pressure gas chromatography (APGC) ionization.265 Electron ionization is by
far the most commonly utilized ionization technique for VOC analysis and involves the
interaction of gaseous neutral molecules with an energetic (70 eV) electron beam to
generate ionic species. Molecular ions generated in EI (a “hard” ionization technique)
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have a wide range of internal energies and are subjected to fragmentation.149 Although
the molecular ion fragmentation in EI provides valuable structural information for
unknown

identification,

extensive

fragmentation

obscures

molecular

weight

determination in EI experiments.150 To increase the molecular ion abundances, EI can be
operated at lower electron energies; however, low energy electron beams decrease EI
ionization yields.149
“Soft” ionization techniques such as CI, FI, and PI produce mostly molecular ions
and increase the confidence for molecular weight identification of unknown analytes.150
However, a major challenge in CI technique is the difficulty in MS data reproducibility
which depends on experimental conditions (e.g., primary electron energy and current,
reagent gas pressure, and ion source temperature) which must be carefully controlled.28, 35
Field ionization involves the utilization of high electric field (~109 to 1010 Vm-1) to ionize
a neutral molecule (in the gas phase).166 A major drawback of FI is the requirement of
high potential (8-12 kV) for generating high electric field necessary for ionization.166, 167
Photoionization involves the use of photons with specific wavelength to selectively
ionize organic molecules.147 Degree of fragmentation of molecular ions in PI can be
controlled based on the photon wavelength and/or power density of the laser source
utilized for ionization.28,

147

Complexity of the ion source and setup makes PI less

common ionization technique for routine analyses.
In an effort towards developing an ionization technique, which brings source
design simplicity, robustness, and high sensitivity together for VOC analysis, we recently
introduced radio-frequency ionization (RFI).176 We previously showed that RFI has
higher ionization yield that EI/CI in both positive- and negative-ion modes.50 This novel
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ionization technique has been utilized for sample “finger-printing” and analysis of VOCs
from complex mixtures such as bio-oil and gasoline samples.181, 266
In a recent study, we showed that RFI is an electron-based ionization technique in
which positive and negative ions are generated by electron ejection and electron capture,
respectively.267 In here, we present experimental data showing the effects of analyte’s
ionization energy (IE) and polarizability (α) on the RFI threshold voltage amplitude for
ion generation in positive-ion mode RFI/MS. Correlation between applied RF voltage and
ion yield at both low and high RF signals (i.e., frequencies) is also discussed.

5.2. Experimental

5.2.1. Samples
Standard VOC samples were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA) and were used without further purification. Argon (Ar) gas was purchased from
Praxair (Danbury, CT, USA). For all MS experiments, 100 μL of liquid standard VOC
sample (at room temperature) was placed in a 1 mL glass vial (VWR Inc., Radnor, PA,
USA) and the headspace volume above the liquid was expanded into a heated (200 ˚C)
expansion reservoir. Subsequently, headspace VOC molecules from each standard
sample was introduced directly into the FT-ICR MS vacuum chamber (for 2 ms) through
a heated (200 ˚C) transfer line attached to a pulse valve (Parker Hannifin Corp.,
Cleveland, OH, USA). Background mass spectra were acquired before and after each
sample to confirm that there was no sample contamination in each experiment. All MS
analyses were conducted in triplicates to ensure reproducibility.
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5.2.2. FT-ICR MS
RFI mass spectra were acquired using an IonSpec FT-ICR mass spectrometer
(former IonSpec Corp. – now a division of Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA), equipped with a 9.4 tesla superconducting magnet (Cryomagnetics Inc., Oakridge,
TN, USA). Detailed description of the FT-ICR instrument has been previously
reported268 and are described briefly in here. Following RFI, generated ions were trapped
in an open-ended ICR cell for 1 s and excited (for 4 ms) using a dipolar frequency sweep
excitation.269 Detection of the RFI-generated ions was done in the broadband mode. The
acquired time-domain signals (128 k data points) with one zero fill and Blackman
window apodization were subjected to Fourier transformation, magnitude calculation,
and frequency-to-m/z conversion134 to produce the RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra shown in
this report. Calibration of the RFI mass spectra was done using known m/z values of
molecular and fragment ions from standard VOCs. Ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) base
pressures in the ICR cell region during MS experiments (with the FT-ICR chamber
inserted into the magnet bore) were below ~8.0 x 10-10 torr (pressures were not corrected
for ionization sensitivity, geometry factor and magnetic field effects). UHV pressures
were measured with a Granville-Phillips dual ion gauge controller and series 274 BayardAlpert type ionization gauge tube.

5.2.3. RFI Setup
RFI setup consisted of either a quadrupole (with total capacitance of ~230 pF)176
or dipole assembly (with total capacitance of ~40 pF).267 The quadrupole RFI setup
consisted of 4 cylindrical aluminum rods (outer diameter (O.D.) 0.63 cm and length
119.38 cm) while the dipole RFI set up consisted of 2 cylindrical aluminum rods (O.D.
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0.63 cm and length 6.50 cm). Several advantages are inherent with utilizing smaller RFI
electrodes such as lower capacitance and smaller source size. RFI-generated ions were
obtained by applying an RF signal from a home-built RF power supply270 to the QIG rods
or dipole rods (for 200 ms) using a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) relay switch
controlled by the IonSpec Omega software (version 8.0).

5.3. Results and Discussion
It has been shown that gas sensors based on breakdown discharge current exhibit
analyte-specific breakdown voltage.271 As with any ionization technique, it is important
to characterize the effects of analyte’s properties on ionization yields. In the following
section, we present experimental data from RFI/MS analysis of a series of VOCs with
varied (a) ionization energies (IE) and (b) polarizabilities (α). Data presented in this
section point to the negligible effects of analytes’ physico-chemical properties (e.g., IE
and α) on threshold RF voltage amplitude.

5.3.1. Analyte Ionization Energy and Polarizability versus Threshold RF Voltage
Amplitude
Figure 5.1 shows the plots of analyte IE (Figure 5.1(a)) and α (Figure 5.1(b))
versus threshold RF voltage amplitude at an applied RF signal of 10.4 MHz. IE and α
values were obtained from the NIST chemistry webbook.272 Threshold RF voltage
amplitude is defined as the minimum RF voltage (at a constant frequency) applied to the
RFI electrodes that yielded an RFI/FT-ICR MS signal (with signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
>3) of an analyte molecule. To obtain the data in Figure 5.1, we introduced (for 2 ms)
each analyte (specified on the x-axis of Figure 5.1) into the FT-ICR mass spectrometer
vacuum chamber in a separate experiment and recorded the minimum RF voltage
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amplitude required to observe an RFI/FT-ICR signal of the analyte molecule. Threshold
RF voltage amplitudes in Figure 5.1 are average values from three different
measurements and error bars at 95 % confidence level (CL) are included for each value.
As shown in Figure 5.1, threshold RF voltage amplitude (at constant frequency) for ion
generation in RFI does not vary significantly as a function of analyte’s IE or α. For
example, analytes with IEs ranging from 8.60 to 15.76 eV and α ranging from 6.33 to
10.45 Å3 were successfully ionized using RFI at RF voltage >40 Vp-p. At RF voltage <40
Vp-p (at 10.4 MHz), there was no MS signal for all the analyzed VOCs which could be
due to insufficient kinetic energy to get the RF-generated electrons into the ICR cell for
the ionization event.267
Although the data in Figure 5.1 are sorted based on analyte’s IE (Figure 5.1(a))
and α (Figure 5.1(b)), the data also show that threshold RF voltage amplitude does not
depend on analyte class (e.g., alcohol versus aromatic). Observations in Figure 5.1
suggest that RFI is an unbiased ionization technique and RFI is suitable for ionizing
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b) Threshold RF Voltage Amplitude versus Polarizability
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Figure 5.1. Plots of threshold radio-frequency (RF) voltage (Vp-p) at 10.40 MHz versus
(a) ionization energy (eV) and (b) polarizability (Å3). Ionization energy and polarizability
values were obtained (for the standard samples) from NIST chemistry webbook
(webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/). Error bars are reported at the 95 % CL and n= 3.

different classes of compounds. Also, a wide range of VOCs with different functional
groups has been successfully analyzed using RFI-FT-ICR MS both in the positive- and
negative-ion modes.273

5.3.2. RFI MS Signal as a Function of Threshold RF Voltage Amplitude and Frequency
In the following section, we present experimental data showing the relationship
between the observed RFI signal and the applied RF voltage amplitude and frequency.
Also, a wider range of RF voltages is accessible at RF signal at a higher frequency than at
a lower frequency.
Figure 5.2 shows a plot of threshold RF voltage amplitude for RFI of acetone as a
function of frequency (in the range of ~3.0MHz to ~12.0 MHz). In Figure 5.2, each data
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point (denoted with empty circles, ○) correspond to threshold RF voltages with average
values from three separate measurements and error bars reported at the 95 % CL. The
large error bars seen in Figure 5.2 are due to the phase dependency of electrons/ions
during RFI. As shown in Figure 5.2, the threshold RF voltage required to observe an RFI
MS signal (S/N >3) is lower at higher frequencies (e.g., 75 Vp-p at ~12.0 MHz) than at
lower frequencies (e.g., ~325 Vp-p at ~3.0 MHz). Moreover, as we discuss later, our RFI
FT-ICR MS data acquired over a wide range of frequencies suggest that ionization
process in RFI is more reproducible at higher frequencies (as compared with lower
frequencies); hence, it is desirable to use higher RF signals in RFI. In addition, larger
ranges of RF voltages are accessible and can be utilized for RFI at higher frequencies

Threshold RF Voltage (Vp-p)

than at lower frequencies.
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Figure 5.2. Plot of threshold radio-frequency (RF) voltage (Vp-p) versus frequency
(applied to QIG rods) for acetone performed in three separate experimental trials and
error bars are at 95 % CL.
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Recently, we demonstrated that electrons are involved in the ionization
mechanism of RFI.267 The minimum RF voltage required to obtain RFI FT-ICR MS
signal could be related to the minimum kinetic energy required by the RFI-generated
electrons to get into the ICR cell (placed within a 9.4 T magnetic field) for ionization.
In Figure 5.3, total ion intensity (at m/z values of 43, 58, and 59) for acetone was
plotted against RF voltage (Vp-p) at RF signals of 10.50 MHz and 5.8 MHz applied to the
QIG rods. Each data point (denoted with empty circles, ○) in Figure 5.3 correspond to an
average of three experimental trials with error bars at the 95 % CL. In Figure 5.3(a), a
steady increase in total ion intensity for acetone was observed as RF voltage was
increased from ~176 to ~332 Vp-p. The total ion intensity for acetone at RF voltage of
~332 Vp-p is not significantly different (at 95 % CL) from the total ion intensities for
acetone at ~372 or ~384 Vp-p indicating that the optimum RF voltage amplitude for
maximum (>80 % total ion intensity) ion yield occurred at ~330 Vp-p for RF signal at
10.5 MHz.
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Figure 5.3. Plots of total ion intensity (%) versus radio-frequency (RF) voltage (Vp-p)
(applied to QIG rods) for acetone at (a) 10.5 MHz and (b) 5.8 MHz. Error bars are
reported at the 95 % CL and n= 3.
At RF signal of 5.8 MHz (in Figure 5.3(b)), an increase in the total ion intensity
for acetone was observed at RF voltage of ~212 to ~308 Vp-p. Total ion intensities at RF
voltage of ~308 to ~472 Vp-p are not significantly different (at 95 % CL) from each other.
The potential of obtaining ion yields at lower RF voltages is one of the advantages of
performing RFI at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies. Also, at higher frequency
(e.g., at RF signal of 10.5 MHz), the linear range of the applied RF voltage (i.e., from
~176 to ~332 Vp-p) for obtaining RFI MS signal is larger than the linear range of the
applied RF voltage (i.e., from ~212 to ~308 Vp-p) at RF signal of 5.8 MHz.
5.3.3. RFI MS Signal Stability as a Function of Frequency
We have recently demonstrated that it is possible to utilize RFI electrodes with
shorter dimensions than the original QIG rods of the IonSpec FT-ICR MS system for
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without reduction in ionization sensitivity.274 The new RF electrodes with

reduced dimensions (i.e., a short dipole assembly made of two 6.5-cm long (OD = 0.63
cm) aluminum rods) enable us to have access to RF signal at higher frequencies due to
the dipole’s reduced capacitance (~40 pF). As we discuss in the following section, our
results suggest that ionization process in RFI is more reproducible at higher frequencies
(as compared with lower frequencies); hence, it is desirable to use higher RF signals in
RFI.
Figure 5.4 shows the plots of the total ion intensity (in the positive-ion mode) for
acetone as a function of acquisition time at high and low RFI frequencies. In Figure
5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b), the RFI FT-ICR total ion chromatogram was acquired at an RF
signal of 11.6 MHz (~360 Vp-p) and 5.3 MHz (~360 Vp-p) applied to dipole RFI
electrodes, respectively. Plot shown in Figure 5.4(a) was reconstructed from a total
number of ~900 mass spectra acquired over a period of ~180 mins. For comparison
purposes, Figure 5.4(b) shows a plot of total ion intensity for acetone as a function of
acquisition time (~65 mins) at an applied RF signal of 5.3 MHz (~360 Vp-p). As shown in
Figure 5.4, RFI MS signal is more reproducible at higher frequencies (i.e., at 11.6 MHz)
than at lower frequencies (i.e., 5.3 MHz). For example, the calculated relative standard
deviation (RSD) for RFI signal stability is 15 (±8) % at 11.6 MHz and 155 (±55) % at 5.3
MHz. Errors (in parentheses) are at the 95 % CL for three experimental trials (n=3).
The observed high scan-to-scan reproducibility of RFI MS signal has potential
advantages for example, in coupling RFI sources to gas chromatography (GC)/MS and
ion mobility (IM)/MS instruments where long duration signal stability is desired. Insets
in Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of acetone acquired at elapsed
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Figure 5.4. Plots of acquisition time versus positive-ion mode RFI/FT-ICR MS total ion
intensity of acetone at RFI frequencies of (a) 11.6 MHz (360 Vp-p) and (b) 5.3 MHz (360
Vp-p) applied to dipole RFI electrodes. Insets in (a) and (b) show RFI/FT-ICR mass
spectra of acetone acquired at elapsed time of 100 and 24 minutes, respectively. Relative
standard deviation (RSD) for ion generation processes is lower at higher RFI frequency.
Errors are reported at the 95 % CL and n= 3.
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time of 100 and 24 minutes, respectively. RFI generates both molecular (M●+),
pseudomolecular ([M+H]+), and fragment (e.g., [M-CH3]+) ions.176 The relative higher
ion intensity for the [M+H]+ specie than for the M●+ specie is due to self-chemical
ionization (CI) within the ICR cell (as a result of time-dependent ion-molecule reactions
from long delay time in FT-ICR MS experiments).

5.4. Conclusions
We presented results on the effects of threshold RF voltage amplitude and
frequency on the ion generation yield in RFI. RFI/FT-ICR MS results showed that RFI is
a universal ionization technique and does not depend on analyte’s physico-chemical
properties such as ionization energies and polarizabilities. Furthermore, our RFI/FT-ICR
MS results suggest that RF signal at higher frequencies produce more stable and
reproducible RFI signal (and with wider range of accessible RF voltages) than at lower
frequencies. In the future, we plan to report on the construction and development of a
robust and efficient RFI source for non-magnet based MS instruments that will utilize RF
signals at higher frequencies and lower RF voltages.
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CHAPTER SIX
Evidence for Electron-Based Ion Generation in Radio-Frequency Ionization
This chapter published as: Olaitan, A. D.; Zekavat, B.; Solouki, T. Evidence for ElectronBased Ion Generation in Radio-Frequency Ionization. J. Mass Spectrom., 2015, DOI
10.1002/jms.3703.

Abstract
Radio-frequency ionization (RFI) is a novel ionization method coupled to mass
spectrometry (MS) for analysis of semi-volatile and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Despite the demonstrated capabilities of RFI MS for VOC analysis in both positive- and
negative-ion modes, mechanism of RFI is not completely understood. Here, we studied
the possibility of electron emission in RFI using direct charged particle current
measurements and indirect electron detection in a 9.4 tesla Fourier transform-ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) MS. We show that RF-generated electrons can be trapped
in the ICR cell and subsequently reacted with neutral hexafluorobenzene (C6F6)
molecules to generate C6F6●-. Intensity of C6F6●- species correlated with the number of
trapped electrons and decreased as a function of electron quenching period. We also
measured the electron attachment rate constant of hexafluorobenzene using a post-RF
electron trapping experiment. Measured electron attachment rate constant of
hexafluorobenzene (1.19 (±0.53) × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1) for post-RF FT-ICR MS
agreed with the previously reported value (1.60 (±0.30) × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1) from
low-pressure ICR MS measurements. Experimental evidences from direct and indirect
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electron detection techniques suggest that RFI process involves RF-generated electrons
under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Better understanding of the ion generation process in
RFI should expand its utility in MS.

6.1. Introduction
Advances in mass spectrometry (MS) are often correlated with innovation and
new capabilities to generate ions in the gas phase. Therefore, development of robust,
sensitive, and simple ionization techniques has become an important and a growing field
in MS.[1-3] Currently, a large set of ionization techniques are available for MS analysis of
semi- and non-volatile chemical compounds (e.g., electrospray ionization (ESI),[4,

5]

matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI),[6] desorption electrospray ionization
(DESI),[7-9] and laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI)[10]). On the other hand,
conventional ionization techniques for analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
include electron ionization (EI),[11-13] chemical ionization (CI),[14,

15]

and field

ionization.[16-18] EI as a “hard” ionization technique provides structural information and
CI as a “soft” ionization technique provides molecular mass information.[19] Main
disadvantage of EI for VOC analysis is the extensive fragmentation of molecular ions,
which makes the identification of parent ion challenging when analyzing complex sample
mixtures.[19, 20]
Recently, other ionization techniques such as ultralow-voltage field-ionization[21]
and carbon nanotube-based ionization[22] have been introduced for VOC analysis.
Although they have not yet been coupled to MS systems, these two new ionization
techniques require low voltages for operation (e.g., 6 V in ultralow-voltage field
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ionization[21] as opposed to 8 kV to 12 kV in field ionization[18]) and small sizes of their
ion sources could be helpful for developing miniature gas sensors.
Most common applications of EI for VOC analysis include positive-ion mode
detection; however, negative ions can also be produced via capturing low energy
electrons (<1 eV) by electrophilic VOCs in a so called “negative chemical ionizationmass spectrometry (NCI-MS)” technique.[23, 24] Slow electrons in NCI-MS are generally
generated by EI of a reagent gas molecule (e.g., methane) at high (70 eV) energy and
subsequent cooling of secondary electrons by electron-neutral collisions.[25] The use of a
buffer gas for electron energy cooling in NCI-MS can yield negative ion abundance
irreproducibility issues that are related to variations in electron energies.[25]
To overcome the challenges associated with electron energy variations in NCIMS, the use of trochoidal electron monochromator (TeM) devices has been proposed.[2628]

TeM devices operate by using crossed electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields for electron

energy selection and do not require the use of a buffer gas for electron cooling. Since
their introduction by Stamatovic,[27] TeM devices have been coupled to various mass
spectrometers (e.g., quadrupoles, time-of-flight analyzers, and magnetic sectors) for
analysis of electronegative compounds.[29-31]
Recently, we introduced a novel radio-frequency ionization (RFI) technique
coupled to Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) MS for analysis of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).[32, 33] RFI is a highly efficient ionization method in
both positive- and negative-ion modes.[32-34] Although various classes of organic
compounds can be successfully ionized using RFI,[33, 34] the exact mechanism(s) of ion
generation during the RFI event has not been characterized. Understanding the ion
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generation mechanism(s) in RFI is important for: (i) optimizations of RFI electrodes and
source geometries for constructing highly efficient and versatile ion sources, (ii) further
development of the ionization technique for MS analysis of volatile and non-volatile
compounds in positive- and negative-ion modes, and (iii) utilization of this new
ionization source with a wide range of MS systems.
In here, we present experimental data that suggest RFI involves electrons that are
emitted from the ion source electrodes during the ionization process. We discuss results
from direct ion (positive and negative) current measurements during the RFI event. MS
data

from

indirect

detection

of

RF-generated

electrons

by

observation

of

hexafluorobenzene (HFB) negative ions (C6F6●-) produced by electron attachment in the
ICR cell of a 9.4 tesla FT-ICR mass spectrometer are also presented. In addition,
experimental data from ICR electron quenching as well as electron attachment reaction
rate constant measurements of HFB are discussed.

6.2. Experimental
6.2.1. Samples
Acetone and hexafluorobenzene samples were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA) and used without further purification. For MS experiments, 100 μL of
a liquid standard VOC (at room temperature) was placed in a 1 mL glass vial (VWR Inc.,
Radnor, PA, USA) and the headspace volume was expanded into a heated (200 ˚C)
expansion reservoir (total volume 300 mL). Acetone or hexafluorobenzene were then
introduced directly into the FT-ICR MS vacuum chamber through a heated (200 ˚C)
transfer line attached to a pulse valve (maintained at 120 ˚C) (for acetone introduction in
charged particle current measurement experiments) or a pulsed-leak valve setup[35] (for
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controlled introduction of neutral hexafluorobenzene in electron attachment reaction rate
measurement experiments).

6.2.2. FT-ICR MS
Positive- and negative-ion mode mass spectra were acquired using an IonSpec
FT-ICR mass spectrometer (former IonSpec Corp. – now a division of Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a 9.4 tesla superconducting magnet
(Cryomagnetics Inc., Oakridge, TN, USA). RFI-generated ions were trapped in an open
end ICR cell. Trapped ions were excited using a dipolar frequency sweep excitation[36]
(sweep rate of 1.6 × 109 Hz/s in the range of ~7.2 MHz to ~720 kHz corresponding to m/z
range of 20 to 200 in 9.4 tesla magnetic field) and detected in broadband mode
(bandwidth of 6.5 MHz). Time-domain signals (128 k data points) with one zero fill and
Blackman window apodization were subjected to Fourier transformation, magnitude
calculation, and frequency-to-m/z conversion[37] to produce the FT-ICR mass spectra
shown in Figure 6.2. RFI mass spectra were calibrated using known m/z values of
molecular, pseudo molecular, and fragment ions from acetone and hexafluorobenzene.
The vacuum chamber pressures were measured using a Granville-Phillips dual ion gauge
controller and a series 274 Bayard-Alpert type ionization gauge tube (Granville-Phillips
Company - now part of MKS Instruments, Longmont, CO, USA). Direct readouts of the
ionization gauge were corrected for ionization sensitivity (IS),[38] geometry factor
(GF),[39] and magnetic field effect (MFE)[40] using a previously reported procedure.[40]
Ionization sensitivity of hexafluorobenzene was calculated based on a previously reported
relationship between IS and molecular polarizability (α) (i.e., IS = 0.36 α + 0.30).[38]
Calculated IS for hexafluorobenzene with α = 9.58 Å3[41] was 3.75. Considering GF of
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0.55,[39] MFE of 1.43, and IS of 3.75 (for hexafluorobenzene), we divided the direct
pressure readouts by 2.95 (= GF (0.55) × MFE (1.43) × IS (3.75)) to obtain the corrected
hexafluorobenzene pressures for reaction rate constant calculations.

6.2.3. RFI Source
A previously reported RFI source design (consist of a set of quadrupole rods as
RFI electrodes[32]) was used for charged particle current measurements. For all other
experiments reported in here, an RFI source with modified RFI electrode configurations
and sizes was used. The modified RFI electrode design consisted of a set of two parallel
aluminum rods (dipole) (each rod with a length of 6.5 cm and an outer diameter (OD) of
3.0 mm) with a total capacitance (including the capacitance for BNC cable and
connections) of ~40 pF. The new RFI dipole electrode design with reduced capacitance
(as compared with the original quadrupole assembly with total capacitance of ~180 pF)[32,
33]

allowed access to higher frequency RF signals with peak-to-peak voltages in excess of

400 V (e.g., f = 12.1 MHz with Vp-p = 440). RFI-generated ions were obtained by
applying an RF signal from a home-built RF power supply[42,

43]

to the dipole RFI

electrode assembly (for 200 ms) using a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) relay switch
controlled by IonSpec Omega software (version 8.0).

6.2.4. Current Measurements
Charged particle currents were measured using an existing flame ionization
detector (FID) amplifier installed on a gas chromatograph (SRI instruments model
8610C, Las Vegas, NV, USA). The SRI gas chromatograph amplifier was set to “High
Gain/Filtered” for all the measurements reported in here. Charged particle currents were
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recorded using Peak Simple (version 2.83, SRI Instrument, Las Vegas, NV, USA) and
converted to ASCII format. Charged particle current data in ASCII format were plotted,
as in Figure 6.1, using Origin 7.0 software (Origin Lab Co., MA, USA).

6.3. Results and Discussion
Previous data from RFI/MS analyses of various classes of VOCs showed that RFI
was capable of generating both positive and negative ions with higher ion yields than
EI;[32,

44]

however, it was not clear whether ion generation mechanism in RFI was a

surface phenomenon or a gas-phase event involving electron emission from RFI electrode
surfaces.
In the following sections, we present results from direct and indirect detection of
electrons generated during the RFI event. Results from electron detection experiments
suggest that ion generation mechanism in RFI involves gas-phase phenomenon in which
positive and negative ions can be generated by electron impact and electron attachment,
respectively.

6.3.1. Charged Particle Current Measurements during RFI
To investigate the possibility of electron generation/emission in RFI, we used the
ICR cell’s quadrupole trapping plate (QTP) as a charge collector electrode and measured
charged particle currents during the RFI event. All current measurements were conducted
with the ICR cell positioned inside a 9.4 tesla magnet bore and using a flame ionization
detector (FID) amplifier installed on a gas chromatography (GC) system (see
Experimental section for more details). ICR cell background pressure was ~1.0 × 10 -9
Torr during the ion current measurement experiments.
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Figure 6.1 shows results from current measurements of RFI-generated charged
particles. Panels a and b in Figure 6.1 show results from two separate measurements; for
each measurement, charged particle current was plotted as a function of elapsed time.
The current measurements were conducted for durations of 1200 s and 90 s for plots
shown in panels a and b (Figure 6.1), respectively. Data in Figure 6.1 were obtained from
fifty (panel a) and six (panel b) consecutive measurements with 10-s intervals. Currents
in excess of 2.5 nA were recorded for measurements in panel b; and hence, measurements
were continued for a shorter period of time (than panel a) to protect the operational
amplifier of the FID detector from electrical damages. Charged particle currents in Figure
6.1 (panels a and b) were measured at 50 Hz sampling frequency and with quadrupole
direct current (DC) offset voltages (with respect to ground) of 0.0 V (panel a) and -50 V
(panel b). An RF signal of 6.5 MHz (200 Vp-p) for duration of 1 s was applied to the
quadrupole rods and charged particle currents were measured with (Figure 6.1(a)) and
without (Figure 6.1(b)) acetone pulses into the FT-ICR MS vacuum chamber.

(a) Positive Ion Signals
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Figure 6.1. Temporal plots of (a) positive (fifty measurements) and (b) electron/negative
(six) ion currents measured on QTP of the ICR cell at an RF frequency of 6.5 MHz (200
Vp-p). Measurement interval for both panels (a) and (b) are 10 s.

As shown in Figure 6.1(a), measured charged particle currents correlate with the
number density of acetone molecules introduced into the vacuum chamber. For example,
with no acetone pulse, a background current of ~0.15 nA (region labeled as “No Acetone
Pulse” in Figure 6.1(a)) could be detected on QTP when 6.5 MHz (200 Vp-p) RF signal
was applied to the quadrupole. However, simultaneous application of 6.5 MHz (200 Vp-p)
RF signal to the quadrupole and introduction of acetone neutral molecules into the
vacuum chamber increased the measured ion current to values above the background ion
current. For instance, 5 ms acetone pulse into the vacuum chamber increased the ion
current by an average of ~10 pA (region labeled as “5-ms Acetone Pulse” in Figure 6.1(a)
with downward ion current peak shift from ~0.15 nA to ~0.14 nA). Increasing the
duration of neutral acetone pulse into the vacuum chamber (from 5 ms to 20 ms) raised
the measured ion current from ~10 pA (for 5 ms acetone pulse) to an average of ~30 pA
(region labeled as “20 ms Acetone Pulse” in Figure 6.1(a) with downward ion current
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peak shift from ~0.15 nA to ~0.12 nA). Acetone has a low electron affinity (~1.5
meV))[45] and the observed correlation between the measured currents (magnitude of
downward peak shifts in Figure 6.1(a)) with acetone number densities suggest that
measured currents in Figure 6.1(a) are from positive ions. Presumably, these positive ions
are molecular and fragmented acetone ions generated by the applied RF to quadrupole
rods.
To detect electrons/negative ions, a DC offset voltage of -50 V was applied to the
quadrupole rods and no acetone neutrals were pulsed into the FT-ICR vacuum chamber.
As expected, application of a -50 V DC voltage to the quadrupole rods (to detect negative
ions) changed the direction of current change from downward peaks in Figure 6.1(a) to
upward peaks (from ~0 nA to ~2.7 nA). Moreover, the measured currents in Figure 6.1(b)
were approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the measured currents in Figure
6.1(a). Observations in Figure 6.1(b) (i.e., change in the direction of charged particle
current in the presence of a negative DC voltage and increase in the measured current in
the absence of neutral molecule pulse) are consistent with generation/detection of
electrons during the RFI process. Note that there might be a minor contribution from
negative ions (generated from electron attachment reactions of residual electronegative
neutrals) to the total measured currents in Figure 6.1(b); however, additional neutral pulse
and electron attachment experiments (as discussed later in this section) confirm that the
major portion of the measured currents displayed in Figure 6.1(b) are from RF generated
electrons.
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In the next section, we show that electrons are indeed generated during the RFI
event and can be trapped in the ICR cell of a 9.4 tesla FT-ICR MS for indirect detection
via attachment to high electron affinity neutral molecules (e.g., hexafluorobenzene).

6.3.2. Indirect Detection of RF-Generated Electrons
Results from direct measurement of charged particles (Figure 6.1) provide
evidence for electron generation during RFI. To further support this hypothesis, we
attempted to trap RF generated electrons within the ICR cell and use them to generate
electron attached negative ions.[46, 47] In this section, we present negative-ion mode postRF FT-ICR MS data that confirm the important role of electron emission in RFI. For
electron attachment experiments, we selected hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) which has an
electron affinity of ~1.8 eV[48] and a high cross section (~1.23 × 10-14 cm2)[49] for
capturing low energy (~0.03 eV) thermal electrons.
Scheme 6.1 shows an experimental event sequence for indirect detection of RFgenerated electrons. To indirectly probe the generation of electrons during RFI, we first
applied appropriate negative and positive voltages to ICR trapping plates for 50 ms to
eject any potential background charged species (including electrons and ions of both
polarity). After ensuring a successful ICR quench event and obtaining a clean
background (by collecting and inspecting blank mass spectra not shown here), we applied
an RF signal at 12.0 MHz (360 Vp-p) and duration of 200 ms to the RFI electrodes. The
selection of 12.0 MHz for electron attachment experiments was based on our previous
findings (unpublished results) that showed RFI signals were more reproducible at 12
MHz than at our previously reported 6.0 MHz experiments. RF generated electrons were
allowed to enter into the ICR cell by lowering the potential of trapping plate (near the
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RFI electrodes) from -30 V to +30 V for 10 ms. Following a 10-ms electron extraction
time into the ICR cell, trapping plate potentials for both sides of the ICR cell were
decreased to either -0.5 V, -9.0 V or -30 V (in separate experiments). Following a 2-s
delay time for electron cooling/relaxation, hexafluorobenzene (HFB) neutral molecules
were pulsed into the FT-ICR vacuum chamber for 1 ms (from a reservoir containing HFB
at ~10 Torr) by using a miniature solenoid pulse valve (Parker Hannifin Corp.,
Cleveland, OH, USA). Subsequently, HFB neutrals were allowed to react with the
trapped electrons for 4 s; trapped negative ions were chirp excited[50] and detected in
broadband mode.

ICR Cell
RFI
Quench (50 ms) (200 ms)

e- Quench Time
(variable)

Delay Time40
(4 s) 20
Amplitute

Delay Time
(2 s)

C6F6 Introduction Excitation
(1 ms)
Detection

0
0

0.5

1

-20

Time

-40

Time

Scheme 6.1. Sequence of events for electron (e-) quenching experiments and eattachment rate constant measurements.
It has been shown that the dominant energy decay mechanism for electrons in
strong magnetic fields is radiative decay (i.e., emission of electromagnetic waves).[46, 51,
52]

For instance, the calculated radiative decay time constant[46, 51, 52] for an electron with

cyclotron frequency of ~263 GHz in a 9.4 tesla magnetic field is ~29 ms. Therefore, a ~2s post-electron injection delay time (before introduction of C6F6 neutrals into the FT-ICR
vacuum chamber) should be sufficient to “thermalize” electrons for reaction with C6F6. In
separate experiments, electron quenching events were also used (Scheme 6.1, event
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labeled as “e- Quenching Time”) to further confirm the production of electrons during
RFI. Details of these electron quenching experiments are discussed in the following
sections.
Representative results from indirect MS-based electron detection experiments are
included in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2(a) shows a negative-ion mode post-RF FT-ICR mass
spectrum acquired for C6F6 in the absence of an electron quenching event (i.e., the
variable “e- Quench Time” in Scheme 6.1 was set to zero). Mass spectrum in Figure
6.2(a) shows the presence of C6F6 molecular ion (C6F6●-) as the base peak and other
minor intensity fragment ions ([C6F6 - CF2]- and [C6F6 - C3F3]-). Consistent with direct
current measurement in Figure 6.1, observation of negative ions in Figure 6.2(a) suggests
that electrons are generated during the RFI event.
To further confirm that the negative ions in Figure 6.2(a) were products of the
reaction between RF-generated electrons from RFI electrodes and HFB, an electron
quenching event was introduced after 2 s delay time following an RFI pulse of 200 ms
(i.e., the variable “e- Quenching Time” in Scheme 6.1 was set to 5 and 13 ms). For postRF electron quenching experiments, ICR cell inner ring and end trapping plates were
pulsed to 0.0 V during the quench event. Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c) show negative-ion
mode post-RF FT-ICR mass spectra of HFB after 5 ms and 13 ms electron quenching
time, respectively. Comparison between Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.2(b) indicates that
there is a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for C6F6●- signal when an electron
quenching time of 5 ms was used (i.e., S/N values of 146 and 48 for C6F6●- in Figures
6.2(a) and 6.2(b), respectively). No C6F6●- signal was observed when an electron
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quenching time of 13 ms (Figure 6.2(c)) was used (an indirect indication that all RF
generated electrons trapped within ICR cell were ejected or “quenched”).

(a) e- Quench time = 0 ms
C6F6●-

-C3F3 -CF2

*

* *

50 100 150 200
m/z
(b) e- Quench time = 5 ms
C6F6●-

-CF2

*

50 100 150 200
m/z
(c) e- Quench time = 13 ms

No MS Signal
*

50 100 150 200
m/z
Figure 6.2. Negative-ion mode post-RF FT-ICR mass spectra of
hexafluorobenzene after (a) 0 ms, (b) 5 ms, and (c) 13 ms of electron (e-)
quenching. The * symbols represent electronic noise.
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Figure 6.3 shows a plot of total C6F6●- intensity in post-RF FT-ICR mass
spectrum of HFB as a function of electron quenching time (in the range of 1 ms to 13
ms). Each data point in Figure 6.3 corresponds to an average value obtained from three
separate experimental trials. In Figure 6.3, error for each data point is reported at the 95
% confidence level (n = 3). As is evident in Figure 6.3, C6F6●- intensity consistently
decreases as a function of electron quenching time. Signal reduction for C6F6●- is an
indirect indication that increasing the e- quenching time decreases the number of RF

Total Ion Intensity

generated trapped electrons within the ICR cell.

4

C6F6 + e-  C6F6●-

3
2
1
0

0

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Quenching Time (ms)

Figure 6.3. Plot of total ion intensity as a function of post-electron injection
quenching time for hexafluorobenzene. Error bars are reported from three
experimental trials at the 95 % confidence level.
We also measured the electron attachment rate constant for HFB by monitoring
the appearance of C6F6●- species as a function of reaction time between HFB and
thermalized RF-generated electrons. Results from electron attachment reaction rate
constant measurements are discussed in the following section.
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6.3.3. Electron Attachment Reaction Kinetics of Hexafluorobenzene (HFB)
For electron attachment reaction kinetics, we studied a well-characterized electron
attachment reaction (i.e., reaction of HFB with thermal electrons) to measure HFB’s
electron attachment rate constant. If C6F6●- species in Figure 6.2 were the products of
reaction between RF-generated electrons and HFB neutrals, one would expect to observe
generation of C6F6●- species (in negative-ion mode FT-ICR MS) with a rate constant that
is equal to HFB’s electron attachment rate constant.
Electron attachment reaction kinetics of HFB (reaction 6.1) has been previously
studied in both high (300 Torr to 5000 Torr of a buffer gas)[49] and low (<3 × 10-6
Torr)[53] pressure regimes:

C6F6 + e-

kf
kb

{C6F6●-}

*

C6F6●(Reaction 6.1)

C6F6●-

+ IR radiation

In reaction 6.1, “kf” and “kb” denote rate constant values for forward (electron
attachment) and backward (electron auto-detachment) reactions, respectively. “kc” and
“kr” denote collisional and radiative (infrared (IR)) relaxation/stabilization rate constants
for excited C6F6●-, respectively. “{C6F6●-}*” denotes a vibrationally excited C6F6●- ion.
We assumed that only thermal electrons were involved in reaction 6.1 and therefore,
dissociative electron attachment[53] reactions of HFB were ignored; this is a reasonable
assumption since we used a sufficiently long electron trapping time (~2 s).
Gant et al. reported a rate constant of ~1.02 × 10-7 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for electron
attachment reaction of HFB using high pressure electron swarm experiments.[49] Woodin
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et al. measured an electron attachment rate constant of ~1.60 × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for
HFB using low pressure ICR MS experiments.[53] Woodin et al. interpreted the
discrepancy between low and high pressure electron attachment reaction rate constants of
HFB in terms of different relaxation/stabilization mechanisms of {C6F6●-}* (reaction 6.1)
in the two pressure regimes.[53]
In other words, in electron swarm experiments, collisional relaxation is the
dominant ion relaxation mechanism for stabilization of {C6F6●-}* in the presence of high
pressure buffer gas (e.g., 300 Torr to 5000 Torr).[49] Note that under high pressure
conditions, kc>> kb, kr (reaction 6.1) and contribution of unimolecular electron autodetachment reaction is negligible. Therefore, the electron attachment rate constant of
HFB at high pressure regime is equal to kf.[49] Conversely, the dominant ion relaxation
mechanism for {C6F6●-}* (reaction 6.1) in the low pressure regime of ICR MS
experiments is through radiation (i.e., radiative relaxation, kr in reaction 6.1) and kc<< kr<
kb. Under low pressure electron attachment reactions, electron auto-detachment reaction
(kb in reaction 6.1) becomes non-negligible and electron attachment rate constant of HFB
is defined as:[53]
kapp = kf · (kr / kb)

(Equation 6.1)

In equation 6.1, “kapp” denotes the apparent electron attachment rate constant (as
opposed to the actual electron attachment rate constant, i.e., kf).
Here, we measured the apparent electron attachment rate constant of HFB by
following the production of C6F6●- as a function of reaction time between neutral HFB
molecules and thermalized RF-generated electrons at constant HFB pressure (~3.4 × 10-8
Torr). As described in the following section, a previously reported procedure was used to
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obtain the electron attachment rate constant of HFB.[46,

53]

Experimental sequence of

events used for electron attachment rate constant measurements of HFB was similar to
the one shown in Scheme 6.1, except no “e- Quench Time” (Scheme 6.1) was used and
“C6F6 Introduction” (Scheme 6.1) duration was varied from 0 ms to 600 ms.
To obtain kapp for the reaction between HFB and thermalized electrons, C6F6●- ion
abundance in post-RF FT-ICR mass spectrum after each reaction time ([C6F6●-]t) was
normalized to C6F6●- ion abundance at the longest reaction time (i.e., 600 ms, [C6F6●-]600
ms).

Normalized intensity (NI) data were then fitted to the following equation using

Origin 7.0 software (Origin Lab Co., MA, USA):
NI = [C6F6●-]t / [C6F6●-]600 ms = {1 - exp(- t / τapp)}

(Equation 6.2)

In equation 6.2, “t” and “τapp” denote reaction time and apparent time constant,
respectively. Subsequently, kapp was calculated by using equation 6.3:
kapp = 1 / (N · τapp)

(Equation 6.3)

In equation 6.3, “N” denotes the number density of neutral HFB molecules in the
FT-ICR MS vacuum chamber.
Figure 6.4 shows a typical plot of normalized intensity as a function of reaction
time for generation of C6F6●- at HFB pressure of ~3.38 × 10-8 Torr. By fitting the
temporal e- attachment kinetic data for HFB (e.g., Figure 6.4) to equation 6.2, we
obtained an apparent time constant (τapp) of 770 ms. Substituting this time constant
(obtained from curve fitting) into equation 6.3 and using HFB number density (N) of 1.09
× 109 molecules/cm3 (at pressure of ~3.4 × 10-8 Torr), we obtained an average eattachment rate constant (kapp) of 1.19 (±0.53) × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for HFB (error
from four experimental trials at the 95 % confidence level is included in the parenthesis).
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Our experimentally obtained e- attachment rate constant for HFB using post-RF FT-ICR
MS experiments closely agrees with the previously reported low pressure ICR MS value

Normalized Intensity

for HFB’s apparent e- attachment rate constant (1.60 (±0.30) × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1).[53]

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

kapp

C6F6 + e  C6F6●-

0.2

k = 1.19 (±0.53) × 10-9 cm3 mol-1 s-1

0.0
0

200
400
600
Reaction Time (ms)

Figure 6.4. Plot of normalized intensity for C6F6●- as a function of reaction time with
RF-generated electrons. Average reaction rate constant is reported from a total of
four measurements (each measurement was based on a kinetic plot constructed from
~29 data points) and error is reported at the 95 % confidence level.
Our electron attachment rate constant measurements further confirmed that C6F6●species were products of reaction between C6F6 and RF-generated electrons. Therefore,
reported experimental electron detection data suggest that the reported RFI is a gas-phase
phenomenon (although surface ionization and/or analyte desorption under appropriate
experimental settings might also occur and are subjects of our future studies). Note that
previously reported high electric field-based ionization techniques such as field
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desorption/field ionization[54] and spontaneous desorption[55-57] are surface ionization
phenomena and do not involve ionization of VOCs in the gas phase.
Although it would have been helpful to measure the kinetic energy ranges of RFgenerated (or field-emitted) electrons by using “bracketing” type experiments or
appearance energy measurements,[58] the existing instrumental setup limited such options.
For instance, using “bracketing” experiments, energies of electrons generated under the
influence of a DC potential (e.g., in electron ionization (EI)) could be determined by
utilizing analytes of varied ionization energies (for cations) and electron affinities (for
anions).[39] However, such “bracketing” approaches may not provide accurate electron
energy measurements in the presence of RF fields (as is the case with RFI). Our
electron/ion trajectory simulations (data not shown here) suggest that the velocities and
therefore, kinetic energies of electrons are primarily influenced by RF electric fields
imposed on the RFI electrodes. For example, our ion trajectory simulations indicate that
in the presence of an RF signal (applied to the RFI electrodes), the charged particles
(including electrons) undergo several cycles of acceleration and deceleration before
“escaping” from the RF field. Therefore, the RF-generated electrons (during the
application of RF signal to the RFI electrodes) could have kinetic energies ranging from
as high as several hundred eV to as low as 0 eV (depending on the RF signal amplitude
and frequency). Hence, it is not feasible with our current instrumental setup to use
bracketing type experiments to accurately determine the influence of experimental factors
on observed electron energies during the RFI processes.
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6.3.4. Potential Mechanism(s) for Electron Generation in RFI
Experimental data presented in previous sections suggest that (i) electrons are
generated by application of an RF signal to RFI electrodes and (ii) RFI is a gas-phase
phenomenon in which electrons are involved in the ionization process. The question to
address is: what are the mechanisms of electron generation/emission from RFI electrode
surfaces?
Electron emission from metal surfaces can occur when surface electrons gain
enough energy that exceed metal work functions.[59] For example, in thermionic[60] and
photoelectric[61] effects, electrons leave the metal surfaces by thermal excitation and
photon absorption, respectively. Electron emission from metal surfaces, known as field
emission, can also occur by application of an intense electric field to a metallic (cathode)
surface under vacuum.[62] In field emission (or “cold cathode” emission), electrons are
generated by electron tunneling through metal work function energy barrier.[62] The
quantum mechanical explanation of the field emission has been previously described by
Fowler and Nordheim (F-N) in the context of a classical model.[62] For brevity, we only
discuss the most relevant projection model of field emission described by Jimenez et
al.[63] in the following section.
In the projection model of field emission, the assumption is that there are sharp
and micron-sized projections on the surface of a metallic cathode.[63] These microscopic
projections cause local electrical field enhancements of ~100 times larger than the
applied field at the projection tips.[63] High electric field enhancements can be achieved in
the proximity of metallic electrodes with small curvature where the electric field is
locally amplified as compared with planar electrode shapes.[64] Theoretically, the electron
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emission from each one of these micron-sized sites on the electrode surface follows the
F-N theory.[62] For metal electrodes with large surface areas, typical electric field
threshold for electron emission is as low as a few MV/m.[62]
Another mechanism for enhanced electron generation under application of a high
electric field to a metal electrode is Townsend ionization/avalanche.[65] In Townsend
ionization/avalanche, electron current generated from a cathode electrode surface is
amplified by passing the emitted electrons through a gas-filled tube and in the presence of
a high DC electric field between two parallel plates (cathode and anode). Acceleration of
electrons from cathode to anode and subsequent collisions with gas molecules/atoms
results in multiplication of initially generated photoelectric electrons. The electron
amplification increases by increasing the distance between the two electrodes at a
constant electric field.
Among the mechanisms for electron generation described in the previous
paragraphs, field emission is the most probable mechanism for electron generation from
RFI electrodes under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. However, further investigations are
necessary to check the validity of field emission phenomenon during RFI.

6.4. Conclusions
Using direct charged particle current measurements and indirect electron
detection in a 9.4 tesla FT-ICR MS system, we have shown that electrons play an
important role in mechanism of ion generation in RFI. Mechanistic understanding of the
RFI processes opens the door for design/construction of RFI sources with optimized
electrode geometries and high ion yields. The high sensitivity advantage of RFI[32, 34] for
both positive and negative ion detection combined with the simplicity and scalability of
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the source design, will enhance functionalities of MS instruments for analyses of
complex environmental and biological sample mixtures.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Conclusions and Future Directions

CHAPTER ONE: In Chapter One, as an introductory section, the importance of
utilizing mass spectrometry (MS) for volatile organic compound (VOC) analysis was
highlighted. Chapter One also discussed the general approaches for improving sensitivity
in MS (e.g., the development of efficient ionization sources, mass analyzers, detectors,
and sampling methods). Strengths and weaknesses of different sampling techniques,
including membrane introduction MS, cryogenic trapping system, headspace (HS)
analysis (static and dynamic), and the use of solid phase micro-extraction (SPME) were
discussed. Additionally, operating principles of the techniques utilized to collect the data
presented in this dissertation, particularly, gas chromatography (GC), quadrupole MS,
and Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) MS were detailed.
CHAPTER TWO: In Chapter Two, the commonly employed ionization techniques
for MS analysis of VOCs were presented. Discussion was focused on the history,
methodology, and performance characteristics of electron ionization (EI), chemical
ionization (CI), field ionization (FI), and photoionization (PI) sources. The instrumental
details and overview of the radio-frequency ionization (RFI) method were also
introduced in Chapter Two. Moreover, the four main processes that electron emission can
occur in metals (viz., thermionic emission, field emission, secondary emission, and photo
emission) were presented in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER THREE: Details on improving sensitivity for MS analysis of VOCs
using a home-built post-column cryogenic trap (PCCT) coupled to a GC/quadrupole MS
system were presented in Chapter Three. Analytical figures of merit, including dynamic
range and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), were evaluated for a conventional GC/MS system
with and without the use of PCCT. Compared to the conventional GC/MS detection
system (without any preconcentration), the use of PCCT improved the detection limit (for
the standard acetone and VOCs in human exhaled breath samples examined in this
research) by approximately two orders of magnitude. The use of direct HS analysis and
SPME was combined with the GC/PCCT/MS system to enhance the analysis and
detection of standard acetone and VOCs such as ethanol, isoprene, benzene, and toluene
present in human exhaled breath samples at the low parts-per-billion (ppb)
concentrations.
Future applications of the GC/PCCT/MS system could be employed for the
analysis of a wide variety of organic compounds present in trace concentrations (i.e.,
parts-per-trillion levels) in several different sample matrixes, such as in air and soil. For
example, in separate experiments in our lab, analysis of catalytic decomposition products
of nitric oxide in the presence of a titanium oxide (TiO2) catalyst and ultra-violet (UV)
radiation was achieved through the coupling of a cryogenic trap to a photocatalytic
reaction chamber and a triple quadrupole MS system. Further development could be
directed towards manufacturing miniaturized cryogenic trapping systems such as
inexpensive thermoelectric heat pump that do not rely on liquid cryogens (e.g., liquid
nitrogen) to concentrate analytes and could be coupled to portable mass spectrometers for
online VOC monitoring in the field.
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CHAPTER FOUR: The application of RFI for VOC analysis in gasoline and biooil samples was presented in Chapter Four. It was demonstrated that RFI was an efficient
ionization technique for analysis of VOCs in standard and complex samples. RFI was
combined with FT-ICR MS (that offers both ultrahigh resolving power and mass
measurement accuracy) to detect the volatile compounds present in gasoline and bio-oil
for sample fingerprinting (specifically aqueous and oily phases of pine shaving and corn
stover samples). RFI and high resolving power capability of FT-ICR MS were utilized to
determine the percent composition of oxygenated and non-oxygenated species in gasoline
and bio-oil samples. Principle component analysis was employed to differentiate three
gasoline grades (i.e., gasoline with different research octane numbers) based on the VOC
compositions of the different gasoline grades as observed in RFI FT-ICR mass spectra of
the gasoline samples.
Since RFI is an efficient and sensitive method for ionization of VOCs, an
extension of the RFI technique to non-volatile organic compound analysis could be a
plausible research to pursue. Preliminary data suggest that desorption of non-volatile
compounds from the surface (placed in the path of the RF-generated electrons) is possible
with RFI. For example, Figure 7.1(a) shows the RFI FT-ICR mass spectrum of the
instrument background vacuum chamber (hydrocarbon species) obtained at RF signal of
12.2 MHz (400 Vp-p). The RFI FT-ICR mass spectrum shown in Figure 7.1(a) was
obtained without pulsing neutrals into the vacuum chamber of the FT-ICR mass
spectrometer. Figure 7.1(b) shows the picture of the electron/ion burn on the ICR
trapping electrode (i.e., filament trapping plate) positioned axially and opposite of the
RFI electrodes. Samples placed on the electron/ion burn spots could be desorbed and
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subsequently ionized by the RFI-generated electrons. Further studies could verify the
desorption phenomenon in RFI by performing series of experiments that could involve a
combination of desorption using RFI with ionization of the RFI-desorbed species using
internal EI in FT-ICR MS.

a) Mass spectrum of mass spectrometer
b) Electron/ion burn spots on the
background hydrocarbon species
filament trapping plate of the ICR cell

Electron/ion burn spots

50

100

150
m/z

200

250
Filament trapping plate

Figure 7.1. (a) RFI FT-ICR mass spectrum of mass spectrometer background vacuum
chamber hydrocarbon species obtained at RF signal of 12.2 MHz (400 Vp-p). (b)
Picture of electron/ion burn spots on the filament trapping plate of the ICR cell
obtained over ~6 months of RFI use.

CHAPTER FIVE: In Chapter Five, potential parameters (including threshold RF
voltage amplitudes and frequencies) that could contribute to ion yield and signal stability
in RFI were discussed. It was shown that analytes with different ionization energies and
polarizabilities are amenable to ionization by RFI, suggesting that RFI is a universal
ionization technique. It was also demonstrated that RF signals at higher frequencies (e.g.,
11.6 MHz) produce a more stable RFI signal than RF signals at lower frequencies (e.g.,
5.3 MHz). For example, an RFI signal at 10.5 MHz has a wider range of accessible RF
voltage amplitudes than an RF signal at 5.8 MHz. For instance, the total ion intensity for
acetone obtained at 11.6 MHz (360 Vp-p) has a better signal reproducibility (with signal
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relative standard deviation (RSD) of ~15 (±8) % at the 95 % confidence level (CL) for
three experimental trials) than at 5.3 MHz (360 Vp-p) (with signal RSD of ~155 (±55) %
at the 95 % CL, n=3). Experimental findings presented in Chapter Five suggest that RFI
sources would operate more efficiently and reproducibly at lower RF voltages and at
higher frequencies.
Future studies might investigate the performance of an RFI source (at lower
magnetic field (e.g., <1000 gauss) for non-magnet based mass spectrometers. The RF
parameters, such as RF voltage amplitudes and frequencies and signal stability can be
verified for RFI sources designed for table-top mass spectrometers. Preliminary data on
ion trajectory simulations (shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3) suggest that efficient RFI
sources could be designed and developed for VOC analysis using magnetic field at 500
gauss. Figure 7.2 shows ion trajectories for ions generated within a RFI source placed
within a 500 gauss magnetic field. The RFI-generated ions (from 28 Th to 502 Th) were
efficiently extracted and focused out of the ion source. A similar RFI source could be
designed and experimentally optimized for analyzing VOCs using regular table-top mass
spectrometers. The performance characteristics of the designed RFI source could also be
studied in the mTorr pressure regime of most conventional EI/CI sources.

Lens 2:
Focusing lens

Figure 7.2. (a) SIMION captured picture for simulated ion trajectories. Magnetic field,
500 gauss; Repeller, -20 V; RFI electrodes’ DC offset, 10 V; Lens 1, -160 V; Lens 2, 20 V.
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Figure 7.3(a) shows the simulated ion transmission efficiency for m/z’s 28, 69,
131,

219,

and

502

(representing

the

molecular

and

fragment

ions

of

perfluorotributylamine, a commonly used calibrant in most table-top mass spectrometers)
against frequency. Ion transmission efficiency for the m/z’s 28 to 502 was greater (>50
%) at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies. In Figure 7.3(b) it is shown that
greater (~60 %) ion transmission efficiency (at 12.5 MHz) was achieved at lower RF
voltage amplitude (Vp-p) than at higher RF voltage amplitude for m/z’s 28 to 502.

Ion Transmission
Efficiency (%)

a) Ion Transmission versus Frequency

60
45
30

m/z 502
m/z 219
m/z 131
m/z 69
m/z 28

15
0
0

5
10
15
20
Frequency (MHz)

Ion Transmission
Efficiency (%)

b) Ion Transmission versus RF Amplitude

60
45
m/z 502
m/z 219
m/z 131
m/z 69
m/z 28

30
15
0

100 200 300 400 500
RF Amplitude (Vp-p)

Figure 7.3. Plots showing simulated ion transmission efficiency as a function of (a)
frequency (from 1 to 20 MHz at 200 Vp-p) and (b) RF amplitude/voltage (from 0 to 500
Vp-p at 12.5 MHz) for m/z of 28, 69, 131, 219, and 502.
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CHAPTER SIX: Results presented in Chapter Six demonstrated the involvement
of electrons in the ionization process of RFI. Both direct and indirect methods of electron
detection were used to explore the possibility of electron emission in RFI. Direct current
measurements including electron and ion currents (from ionized acetone molecules and
mass spectrometer background hydrocarbon molecules) were detected on the quadrupole
trapping plate of the ICR cell upon application of RF signal to RFI electrodes. Similarly,
indirect electron detection experiments involving the trapping of RF-generated electrons
in the ICR cell of a 9.4 tesla (T) FT-ICR mass spectrometer and subsequent reaction with
neutral hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) molecules were described. The rate of electron
attachment to C6F6 was determined and compared to the literature reported value. In
electron quenching experiments, correlation between the intensity of C6F6●- species
(formed from the interaction of C6F6 molecules with the trapped electrons) and electron
quenching time was demonstrated and rate constant for electron capture was calculated.
Interpretation of the data shown in Chapter Six suggests that electrons play an important
role in the mechanism of ion generation in RFI.
Future studies will focus on better understanding of the ion generation process in
RFI, especially the process of electron emission (via electric field) from the surface of
RFI electrodes. Different RFI electrodes with differing work functions could be utilized
to determine the effects of metal work function on RFI ion yield. Based on the FowlerNordheim theory presented in chapter two of this dissertation, a lower metal function
should yield higher current density. Similarly, the geometry of RFI electrodes in terms of
shape (planar, round, or pointed) and surface properties (rough or smooth) could be
investigated for field enhancement in RFI. Selecting appropriate and optimized RFI
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electrodes that maximize electron emission in RFI will enhance the design/construction
of RFI sources with higher ion yields.
In Chapter Six, utilizing dipole RFI electrodes with reduced capacitance (i.e., ~40
pF) enabled higher frequencies to be accessible. An important future study could be the
development of miniaturized RFI sources with micron-sized electrodes for coupling to
portable mass spectrometers, which would expand MS utility of RFI. Preliminary results
from the construction of an RFI source with smaller electrode sizes and reduced
capacitance is illustrated in Figure 7.4.

a) AutoCad Drawing of RFI Source

b) Constructed RFI Source

RFI electrodes

Focusing lens

Aluminum
housing

RFI electrodes

Extractor lens
Extractor lens
Repeller lens
Focusing
Aluminum housing
lens
Teflon support
Inlet for neutrals
1 cm

Teflon
1 cm Inlet for neutrals support

RFI Electrodes’ Outer Diameter: 0.3 cm
RFI Electrodes’ Length: 2.0 cm
Total Capacitance: ~36 pF

Figure 7.4. (a) AutoCad drawing of RFI source showing the dipole electrodes and the
associated ion lenses for improved ion trajectory control and transmission. (b) Picture
(side view) of the constructed RFI source.

In Figure 7.4(a)), an AutoCad drawing of an RFI source consisting of two RFI
electrodes (made from aluminum rod), ion lenses (repeller, extractor, and focusing), inlet
for neutrals, aluminum housing, and teflon/ceramic supports is shown. The constructed
RFI source (shown in Figure 7.4(b)) comprising of RFI electrodes with length of 2.0 cm,
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outer diameter of 0.3 cm, and capacitance of ~36 pF have been used to obtain
reproducible and stable RFI signals when placed within a 9.4 T FT-ICR mass
spectrometer.
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APPENDIX

Analysis of Volatile Organic Compound Mixtures Using Radio-Frequency
Ionization/Mass Spectrometry
(a) CS Aqueous Phase
C3H7O+
C4H9O+

50

100
m/z

150

(b) CS Oily Phase
C5H7O+
C6H9O+

50

100
m/z

150

Figure A.1. RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of VOCs from (a) aqueous and (b) oily phases of
corn stover (CS) slow pyrolysis bio-oil. The two most abundant peaks in each mass
spectrum are labeled. For each mass spectrum, 5 FT-ICR MS time-domain transients of
128 k data points were summed prior to Fourier transformation.
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Table A.1. List of the observed and theoretical (exact) m/z values, the mass measurement
errors, assigned chemical compositions, and the double bond equivalents (DBEs) for the ionic
species observed in the RFI/FT-ICR mass spectra of pine shavings (PS) and corn stover (CS)
bio-oil aqueous and oily phases as well as a commercial gasoline sample (RON = 87).
Obs. m/z

Exact m/z

29.03845
31.01788
32.02585
33.03342
39.02291
41.03858
42.03388
42.04622
43.01783
43.05420
45.03356
47.04911
53.03858
55.01807
55.05438
56.04961
56.06207
57.03347
57.06953
58.04103
59.04925
60.05553
61.02839
65.03835
67.05431
69.03354
69.07000
70.06476
70.07781
71.04921
71.08507
72.05640
73.02817
73.06480
75.04416
76.05194
77.03954
78.04685
79.05421
80.05020
81.03311
81.07004
82.04153
82.07691
83.04922
83.08574
84.05565
84.09315
85.06482
85.10117
87.04378
87.08049

29.03858
31.01784
32.02567
33.03349
39.02293
41.03858
42.03383
42.04640
43.01784
43.05423
45.03349
47.04914
53.03858
55.01784
55.05423
56.04948
56.06205
57.03349
57.06988
58.04132
59.04914
60.05562
61.02841
65.03858
67.05423
69.03349
69.06988
70.06513
70.07770
71.04914
71.08553
72.05697
73.02841
73.06479
75.04406
76.05188
77.03858
78.04640
79.05423
80.04948
81.03349
81.06988
82.04132
82.07770
83.04914
83.08553
84.05562
84.09335
85.06479
85.10118
87.04406
87.08044

Error
(ppm)
-4.48
1.40
5.62
-2.12
-0.56
0.00
1.07
-4.28
-0.23
-0.70
1.48
-0.57
0.00
4.18
2.79
2.32
0.36
-0.35
-6.13
-4.99
1.86
-1.58
-0.33
-3.54
1.12
0.65
1.66
-5.28
1.57
1.02
-6.47
-7.91
-3.29
0.17
1.37
0.79
12.46
5.70
-0.25
8.99
-4.72
2.01
2.56
-9.63
0.96
2.57
0.31
-2.38
0.38
-0.12
-3.27
0.52

Chemical
Composition
C2H5+
CH3O+
CH4O+
CH5O+
C3H3+
C3H5+
C2H4N+
C3H6+
C2H3O+
C3H7+
C2H5O+
C2H7O+
C4H5+
C3H3O+
C4H7+
C3H6N+
C4H8+
C3H5O+
C4H9+
C3H6O+
C3H7O+
CH6N3+
C2H5O2+
C5H5+
C5H7+
C4H5O+
C5H9+
C4H8N+
C5H10+
C4H7O+
C5H11+
C4H8O+
C3H5O2+
C4H9O+
C3H7O2+
C3H8O2+
C6H5+
C6H6+
C6H7+
C5H6N+
C5H5O+
C6H9+
C5H6O+
C6H10+
C5H7O+
C6H11+
C3H6N3+
C6H12+
C5H9O+
C6H13+
C4H7O2+
C5H11O+

DBE*
0.5
0.5
0.0
-0.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
0.5
-0.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
3.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
2.0
2.5
1.5
2.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.5
0.5
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PS
(Aqueous)
x

x
x

PS
(Oily)
x
x
x
x

CS
(Aqueous)
x
x
x

CS
(Oily)
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

Gasoline

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

89.05975
91.01752
91.05442
92.06177
93.06992
94.07770
95.01248
95.04933
95.08561
96.02062
96.05745
96.09339
97.02821
97.06481
97.10136
98.03574
98.07276
98.10910
99.08055
99.11701
101.02337
101.02940
101.05989
101.09603
102.04530
103.05416
103.07570
105.06473
105.06952
106.07799
107.08609
109.06458
109.10101
110.03700
110.07303
110.10908
111.03171
111.04376
111.08029
111.11730
112.08590
112.12526
113.09500
113.09606
113.13210
115.07575
117.05500
117.06976
117.09071
119.08556
120.09302
121.10200
123.07989
123.11756
124.12455
125.05876
125.09587
125.13245
128.06166
129.07010
129.08906
130.07504

89.05971
91.01784
91.05423
92.06205
93.06988
94.07770
95.01276
95.04914
95.08553
96.02058
96.05697
96.09335
97.02841
97.06479
97.10118
98.03623
98.07262
98.10900
99.08044
99.11683
101.02332
101.02937
101.05971
101.09609
102.04640
103.05420
103.07536
105.06585
105.06988
106.07770
107.08553
109.06479
109.10118
110.03623
110.07262
110.10900
111.03148
111.04406
111.08044
111.11683
112.08692
112.12465
113.09475
113.09609
113.13248
115.07536
117.05462
117.06988
117.09101
119.08553
120.09335
121.10118
123.08044
123.11683
124.12465
125.05836
125.09609
125.13248
128.06205
129.06988
129.08966
130.07368

0.48
-3.52
2.11
-3.08
0.43
0.00
-2.95
1.95
0.88
0.36
4.96
0.42
-2.04
0.23
1.82
-4.99
1.43
1.02
1.06
1.82
0.49
0.29
1.78
-0.59
-10.78
-0.68
3.29
-10.66
-3.43
2.87
5.23
-1.93
-1.56
6.99
3.73
0.73
2.07
-2.70
-1.35
4.23
-9.10
5.44
2.21
0.27
-3.36
3.39
3.25
-1.03
-2.56
0.25
-2.75
6.77
-4.47
5.93
-0.81
3.20
-1.76
-0.24
-3.05
1.70
-4.65
10.46

C4H9O2+
C6H3O+
C7H7+
C7H8+
C7H9+
C7H10+
C5H3O2+
C6H7O+
C7H11+
C5H4O2+
C6H8O+
C7H12+
C5H5O2+
C6H9O+
C7H13+
C5H6O2+
C6H10O+
C7H14+
C6H11O+
C7H15+
C4H5O3+
C4H7NS+
C5H9O2+
C6H13O+
C8H6+
C8H7+
C5H11O2+
C3H9N2O2+
C8H9+
C8H10+
C8H11+
C7H9O+
C8H13+
C6H6O2+
C7H10O+
C8H14+
C5H5NO2+
C6H7O2+
C7H11O+
C8H15+
C5H10N3+
C8H16+
C5H11N3+
C7H13O+
C8H17+
C6H11O2+
C5H9O3+
C9H9+
C6H13O2+
C9H11+
C9H12+
C9H13+
C8H11O+
C9H15+
C9H16+
C5H7N3O+
C8H13O+
C9H17+
C10H8+
C10H9+
C5H11N3O+
C5H10N2O2+

0.5
5.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
4.5
3.5
2.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
3.5
2.5
1.5
3.0
2.0
1.0
1.5
0.5
2.5
2.0
1.5
0.5
6.0
5.5
0.5
0.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.5
2.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
4.0
3.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
1.0
2.0
1.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
5.5
0.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.5
2.5
2.0
4.0
2.5
1.5
7.0
6.5
2.0
2.0
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

131.07266
131.08543
132.04204
133.04911
133.10139
134.10900
135.11672
137.13272
138.10314
139.11227
143.05134
155.10667
163.14786
171.13787

131.07295
131.08553
132.04171
133.04954
133.10118
134.10900
135.11683
137.13248
138.10392
139.11174
143.05117
155.10666
163.14813
171.13796

-2.21
-0.76
2.49
-3.23
1.58
0.00
-0.81
1.75
-5.65
3.81
1.19
0.06
-1.65
-0.53

C9H9N+
C10H11+
C5H8O4+
C5H9O4+
C10H13+
C10H14+
C10H15+
C10H17+
C9H14O+
C9H15O+
C5H9N3S+
C9H15O2+
C12H19+
C10H19O2+

6.0
5.5
2.0
1.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
2.5
3.0
2.5
3.0
2.5
3.5
1.5

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

* Double Bond Equivalent (DBE) = (Number of Carbon Atoms) - (Number of Hydrogen Atoms / 2) +
(Number of Nitrogen Atoms / 2) + 1.
: Present
x: Not Present
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